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• :  - ■ ' - imRODmTioN  ̂ \ v

. ; Insofar as it. hasbeen'possible- to, ascertain, there - '
. have been only partial studies treahlng: Sainte-Beuve ’ s ,-̂
; inf luence on Matthew Arnold o ' :

' In this essay, I shall'attempt to establish this 
/relationship more definitely'by drawing a comparison be- 
■' between -these two critics showing:.the paralllls in their 
lives, their coamon loss of faith in traditional Christian- 

■ ity due to the impact of science, and their, marked similar- 
' ities in' critical technique« ; . ‘ ■ - v ; :: . ■. ; "
/t'■ .'Thê .essence, of: Sainte—Beuve *s, critical method was- the 

.biographical-approach, the study of the author behind■the. 
book, and I.have attempted to show how Arnold’s criticism 
followed this same pattern<, . / ■ v

Sainte-Beu-ve - concluded . that the objectivity of the n'a- ; 
turalistic spirit was essential in the achievement of rela
tivity in literary criticism and I have, tried to point out 
how Arnold•embodied this detachment, in his.principle.of dis-, 
interestedness c .b : - A  - .I--,:. r .. ’ - j: " - . -.' , ' ■ ^



. CHAPTER I "; - . -
' A COMPARISON OE THE ATTITUDE :

OZ SATNTl-BEUT/E .AED ARHOLD ■
TOWARD LIFE M D  LETTERS . -

■ ■ , 1  • ' ■ ■ ■ ■ ,Saint©-Beuvea the outstanding French critic of the nine
teenth century and one of the greatest in the history of 
letters, established truth as the inflexible standard through
out his worko : ‘

In his search for truth in his own life and in his en
deavor. to portray it in his work, he can be compared to a 
world traveler'who stops at many foreign lands for a visits 
retains an impression from each, transmits something in re
turn, and yet maintains his national character:and individual
ity. Thus Sainte-Beuye underwent many transformations as he 
came into contact with various movements and beliefs, deriv
ing knowledge and experience from them and imparting to them 
the benefits of his excellent judgement and taste, but in 
the end retaining his intellectual and,spiritual independence.

In retrospect he enumerates late in life in his Portraits
Litteraires the phase's which he had experienced as a young 
man: . . .

I began, frankly and crudely with the most advanced 
eighteenth century, with Tracy, Daunou, Lamarck, and physiology: ,

1



That is my true substance9 from there I pas
sed.' through the doctrinaire and psychological " school of the ■$Q-lobes, but making my reserva
tions and without becoming a follower -Then I
passed over to poetical romanticism and through 
the society of Victor Hugo ? and seemed to melt 
into it = I traversed afterwards, or rather skirt
ed, Saint-Simonism and almost immediately aften
ths society of Lamennais, still very Catholic.,
In .1837 at Lausanne, I skirted Calvinism and Meth- 
odism, and had.to try to interest this.community.

; In all these journeylngs of the spirit I never ab? . ; •
• dieated my will and judgement save for a moment
ih the society of Hugo and by a sort of spell» I 
never pledged my belief, but I understood things 
and people so perfectly that I raised the great
est hopes in true believers who wished to convert 
me and believed me already one of. them,: My curi=* 
osity, my desire to see everything, to look on 
everything at close quarters, my extreme, plea
sure at finding the relative truth of everything, 
involved me in this series of. experiments8s which 
have been for me only a long course in moral phys- •
iolo'gy®,1 - ...
Saihte-Beuvess critical writings reflect the struggle 

between.tradition, Ghfistian and Classical, and the forces 
embodied in the term naturalism; the two main, intellectual 
trends during the nineteenth century,
. The naturalistic or scientific character of Saints- 

Beuve 8.s critical work and life was due in great part to the 
teachings of the ideologists, Tracy, Daunou, Cabanis, etc.
Sainte-Beuve and Stendhal paid their debt of gratitude by 
publicizing, the doctrines of these philosophers showing the. 
important effect they had had on philosophy,history, poli
tics and science in the nineteenth century,

1,.■..Bortraits Iltteraires, III, 545.,*. •
*For abbreviations to Sainte--B6uve's works cf,Index p .84

■ ; 2  ■. . .



The ideologists had laid the foundation on which Saints*> 
Simonism, positivism?.and sQciologj- were to be built,• the ..
foundation of the science of man which the nineteenth cen-
' tury has -endeavored' to elaborate „ v The ideologist wished to - 
create a science completely lay incharactero They analyzed 
the mind scientifically and • rejeehed Chrlstiahlty ? as well- • 
as the •idea of; an independent and creative reason0

Sainte-heuve admired the theories of the ideologists - 
■ because they represented, the application of scientific meth- _ 
ods to the study of the mind and social facts0 Thus he bes
towed- on himself the title of "natural!st of •minds" and this . 
fashion of thinking reflected his milieu, the general move-• 
ment of. minds from approximately the middle of the eighteenth 
century» He suggested the study of the human mind in conjunc
tion •With soeiety for.the purpose of verifying-existing laws .

.. and of•discovering new ones, by the accumulation of facts 
: from observationo. v. . '
■i ; However;,: in spite of his profound respect of and admir- -
, ation for the-ideologists he attacked their - inflexibility s' : 
i/their inability to transform t hems elves with the .advent .of- 
new ideaso , ■ • v>.:- ' . : ; •.

' ‘ Since he took ashis device the search for truth, his 
f/eufiosity-^drova him - toibxtbnd into; many , fieldâ .̂ - • , ■
even though he knew in .his; inind.; and hia :heart that he would . 
never arrive at ahsolute- ear taint yy-; This fidelity of his in
telligence. to itself has given • his: -work eoherehce-, a mobile . .
-coherence, as his curiosity was mobile« : ‘



: ' \ t h i s }  fespeot ^  evokea^ the- f oildwia^ toward
th.e. end' df. dis id£e-from the tribune' ô v:tJie-'senate: /:

"Marcher vaillamment et toujours, dQt-on meme-nevjamais 
arriver» crest ehcbte apres to haute destination de ;
/l^hoime0 ;2' : > :■ ^ ■ :\:t
. v'dn an essay:: On'"thei'.criticy'Due:ias''-he. lEcothtthdt: one , : ' v.
: shoudd constantly strive ter perfection:in whatever one un
dertakes even"though-reCognitieh is not always immediately: 
fprthepiiingHe recommended; that one should always be ready 
and worthy to receive this "accident de grace”^;when it, does . . 
arriveo- He cites the case of Montesquieu who, ’-’pendant la 
conception et 1?effort de 1 'esprit des Lois ne semblait 
encore qufun homme de beaucoup d’esprit a la plupart-de ses 
plus serieuz nontemhoruiust’’ - . . ■' -1 ; , -t

Recognition .came to' 'Sainte-Beuve later in life than to 
many of his contemporaries» ‘ t' " it ' ii: '  t; ' i  "

• His historical work entitled: Tableau Historique et 
.Critique de la Poesie Irancalse et du Theatre. Francais au ;. 
Seizieme'Slecle, was of great importance because as the poe
tic manifestoi -of romanticism it renewed interest .in the 
Pleiade and established the continuity of trench poetry^ .

P2o Derniers Portraits Litteraires , Paris 1858 „ d o 303 
I  i t i C o l l ;  -  V o l .  1 1 ,  P o 2 4 4  : - - v : -. ,i; :. 4.0 ■ op. cite tp t. -'211. ' ■ t i pt - i;. '



HoweverS£dite; -Beuve'* s contemporaries in the Cenacle 
only partly understood the value of the Tableau Historique 
« o o' o and the ideas he wished to convey. Victory Hugo, ̂ 
elated with his. eminence as chief of the Cenacle, assumed 
that in the person of Sainte-Beuve he possessed a Du Be11ay 
for the defence and promulgation of the precepts of romantic 
cism. However? Sainte-Beuve?s sound classical background 
prevented him from being completely seduced by the excesses 
of the romanticistso ;

At the age of forty, Sainte-Beuve was honored by being 
elected to the Academie Brancaise and in 186$, four years 
before his death, he was named a senator due to the influence 
of his friend the Princess Mathilde, cousin of Napoleon III, 
Sainte-Beuve realized that this honor was in recognition of 
his literary achievement rather than for any particular ser
vice in public life.

Although he had no aims of social reform, Sainte-Beuve 
considered as one of the objects of his writing the raising 
of the cultural level of the people,

• Even though of noble descent he was a bourgeois at heart, 
and had a warm sympathy for the middle class which, he saw 
as a "sort of dumb depository of progress",5 Thus Sainte- 
Beuve was optimistic'about the future of democracy hoping

5, W, F, -hiese, Sainte-Beuve - A literary Portrait,
Univ, of Wisconsin - Studies in Language and Literature,
Vol, 31, 1931, p«3 * ™
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■ ̂  that the 4el io at e 8 se 'without whi oh the re is no literature : v . 
or art oh culture 9 might be in some; measure universalized." ■
:He felt.thatvhis work was an"effort in this direction, but' , 
he was under no delusions as to an early success. -He.realized: 
that the1 gualities of Atticism^ namely: ntaste„ politeness, 
culture, civilization" are- on trial oh He was alarmed that: 
nfe- are in danger of becoming in our manners as rude in many 
•re speet s as - the.; ’Engl is h or the Americans , » <, » : an increasing 
; vulgarity, / an ; iimnense; vulgarity, which #oams in the distance 
• like - a : swelling; sea - that-is- the great modern periln ,i His 
regard of Contemporary literature was that it was "on the high 
road to corruptioh, it 'is.Vdecadeht^1. 1 ; : ; - : :r: p
: He saw as his difficult- task the obligation to vulgarize-,
to popularize what is heautiful lu: order to initiate the mul
titude , to place it under the universal proteGtioho.
■ s;’i' - h H Sa int e - Be uve sees barbarism 'lodged-In -the very heart of 
;;Civilizationj ;he is ,unconvinced that moral progress has any 
relation to material- or even to intellectual progress o4,10 , : ,

Sainte-Beuve; valued experience and' thus he valued his tor y$ 
'"Experience has the keystOne in the. arch of Bainte-Beiive is 
thought e " His,-finai - interest lay in the moral truth 
Of history0 ' ':He was completely skeptical of'the

' ^ T W i ^ p T c T t .:p . ,4': I.--"
. i-• 7„ ■ :f0,;. 1 6.,-Siese, op. 'cite p 0-̂ 5 ' - ' : " - : - -



^S/botrine of progress which is so bear, so essential almost,
• 12to the modern mind”o

He viewed history nas an experiment perpetually renewed 
and questioned, in which the unseen lurks behind the seeming 
resemblancesM 0

His historical treatise on the sixteenth century was 
an excellent achievement, but his monumental work Port-Royal 
was an outstanding accomplishment in the field of historical 
writing» He was preeminently qualified to interpret history 
because of his rich and varied life. He was not a pedant 
whose horizon was limited by a library»

Sainte-Beuve_hoped that man "may be recreated by science, 
but "he realizes that civilization is an acquired art which 
each generation must learn anew-'1 =>̂  G-iese says of him that
"he distrusts human nature in the mass but honors it in the
elite -" but that "oh the other hand, he recognizes instinct
ively that it is a fallacy to. think that devotion to the gen
eral good will take precedence, even in the elite, over devo- 

15tion to self o18 o He viewed humanity with curiosity and de
tachment o" We find no critique de combat in Sainte-Beuve, 
no ample and detailed solutions for contemporary problems o88'*'̂

12o . vio'Fo Giese, opoCit, p.lb?
• l3o G 0L 0 1, p»327 '

14-c fioFo Giese, opoCito p = 79 
15o WoEo Giese, opo' cit,po80
160 W 0P 0 Giese, op> 0itopo$9, Italics in the original



Againsi; tee; exga&sivejaess of h.um.an natwe championed 
’ by the romanticists in their writlhge, he, saw virtue as a 
restraint and followed the technique of La Rochefoucald' 
adding' to it a greatef fineness of -spirit .

As his attitude toward the under-privileged masses of , 
society was detached > so also he had an aversion for any sud-, 
den movements on their part to improve their station in life® 

His abhorrence for fevolutions dan be attributed" part-/ 
ly to his inherent timidity, partly to his opinion that lib
erty was an enduring force onXy yvherL lt ' is the result of ; 
long, training in political.wisdom as in England s and partly- 
due to an unpleasant experience during the devolution of 
1 0 4 8 namely, his being . aGGused unjustly of the misappro
priation of a trifling sum of money which was actually used 
to repair a chimney in his office at the Mazarine Library0 
After this incident; he aspired for a ■strong power which would • 
repress anarchy, maintain' order in society-, and assure to 
men of letters peace, freedom to write, and security®

This was the expression of the humanistic viewpoint, 
a desire for an era of continued peace to foster the growth 
of culture and learning as it was in the Golden Age of Greece®

.:Sainte-Beuve was one of the few great men who were humanists 
during this.turbulent nineteenth:century ® '

Sainte-Beuve?s humanism was epicurean in tone because 
he gave expression to his fundamental self®. His humanism ■ ;■ i



formed- the whole foreground of his thought, the background 
of his. thought vfas skeptidal and his naturalism was a by
product of this skeptiolsmo : . ; : ; r •.
:-v' 1 ; ; • Although as a humanist he admired antiquity, he--did 
not helieve in retreat from his age in exclusive worship and 
stMy of the past. He wished' to relate - it to the present 
in literature and In life in order to see his own,time in 
. Its wholeness and to ,saek how the past could he. put to- con
structive e n d s I  : : .-I''- 1 ' '
■ . - His adoption of the religion of letters represented a ; 

’phase - of his humanism« ' He speaks with f ervor of the articles 
of his reiigionr. taste, good sense., learning .(lightly held)■ 
urbanity, and virtue ofthe gentle and unpretending-order, 
humanltasr” / -However, ."he pleads no cause, trumpets no 
cOnviutlon, and. finds a. saving grace - in detachment?81 The 
■ epie.Ufean phases of his religion of -letters, the love for . 
old authors, and old folios , the .search for the "rare ;ahd un- 
ique to illustrate his theme lent a touch of romance to his 
worko . • ' ' ■ ■
, ' Sainte-Beuve continued to study the Classics through- : 
out his' life« He had a Msupreme reverence for the Greek 
genius> and eveh for the Roman at its best, as well as an 
aversion for those modern masterpieces from which both good



sense' and good taste commonly seem so conspicuously absento 
5 When one. has come, face: to . face witliPlatoSopnocles, and :
Demosthenes in the original, one is not likely to overrate, , :

- ' • • 19 ' ' '. eyen the greatest of the moderns <> ’81 - . ' ■ ;
Sainte-Beuve considered it part of his mission to remind 

an oblivious age of;their inheritance from' the ancients and 
their respect due their unsurpassed examples of perfectiono : ' 
He was ■ preeminently, successful Ves:'an: interpreter of pagan 
antiquityo The intellectual side was not the one which 
appealed to Sainte-Beuve the most; intimately« ; "His Hellenism .
■ has at its -center a :romantic vein. It is above all the: re- : 
fined sensuous beauty of Hellenism rather: t M n  its high Irtei- 
r lectuality that temperamentally attracts him, it is its fern™' 
inine pvun ' • '

-. Sainte-Beuve deplored the trend away from the/feeling 
for literary beauty and the inclination toward the soholas- - 
tic manner in erudite' research: on the classics. He oohsid- 
ered- that the classies had lost their aesthetic influence to 
a large extent on current literature which he regarded as 
increasingly mediocre,,' This opinion which Sainte-Beuve ex
pressed in his Portraits Gontemporains^ is even more appli
cable today than it was then, ' ‘ - : . - : -.

, Sainte-Beuve’s humanism had a sound foundation in the V

- 19, GieseL op,: oit, p,28$ . : ' ■ . ' " ;" 20, ' ffoFo G-iese, op, cit, p, 285 " • :f 21 o p,o:,'v,::p,33o , ; ■. ;
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classical’ studies M  -jbad pursued during M s  youth in the 
schools of. Boulogne and Paris o : - . : : ' .

Sainte-Beuve was haunted by a sense of oppression and 
V-mel^ehoiy:/which heganvin his youth and permeated his entire ,
life, /:: ";V.vV-

: EoweTer, his humanism endowed him with the . judgement
and good taste which kept him from being absorbed by.this pes
simism and from impregnating his entire work with it as did .

: Anatole Pranceo. hs: // ; ? ■ ' / ■ ./ 'i d:; ::-;-.: .;. /
At. the crucial age of sixteen -Sainte-Beuve underwent 

v'the experience of the ’’Mai de Rene” with its sensual impatience, 
its religious uneasiness 9 and its profound melancholy. The 
precocious youth was//aware that' hS was passing through the ' 
period of adolescence since he fecdrdedrin his school note- .
/ w n m m m m / d
. . . Il^n’est rien de plus terriblef je pense3 pour -
( f - l^ame douee^d ’ une imagination vlYe 9 qui se sent

meme embrasee dTune Stincelle de genie, que cet . ■ /. Age qui separe I'enfance de la virilite/ ge veux-.
dire 1' adolescence. / Et meme une partie de la■ / : / ;jeunesseo22. ■ : .. :i-'..,/ . -;/// .-g //'.' -/ ' . / -/' ':: ;'

. At this same : age Sainte-Beuve. was introduced by Daunov 
to the■philosophy of the eighteenth /century, the ideology 

/ which Sainte-Beuve was to disseminate and which played/ such 
a decisive role in -the formation of Saiut^SimoniSm and- . 
positivism. ;-- ;/-/ '/:;/:>'‘ /. ,://d, ;; -■ . /■./•' ■' ; ’' ; g /,/ ■ ,;v

:;//../ - 22. -Mo-L Paillerons Bainte-Beuve- h Seize Ans,/ p., 19 / '
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Sainte-Beuve was influenced mainly by Bayle, Goethe 
and Montaigneo He was influenced by Bayle from the point of 
view of broad and exact scholarship, but he had an infinite 
love for the suffering portion of humanity. From Goethe he 
had derived an insatiable curiosity, but he did not have his 
olympian coldness, because although like Goethe, a thor
ough-going skeptic, he suffered from desiihytda silence to his • 
questionso From Montaigne he inherited 11# critical taste . 
but he did not possess his cynical attitude toward the misery 
of his time:,

Sainte-Beuve1s skepticism was impregnated with a vein, 
of pessimism but this tendency was neither prominent nor •
constant. He wrote in Port-Royal that rtthe idea of Eternity,' 
if one could realize it fullyis of. such a nature that, 
looked at fixedly and without a glimmer of mortal hope, it 
would impel one to plunge headlong into the swirling abyss 
and to slay oneself in despair?1. ̂  In studying Sainte-Beuve8 s 
pessimistic utterances, it should-be born in mind that they 
were a manifestation of his intellectual curiosity, an out
let for the oppression of melancholy induced by skepticism, 
and an exercise for experience which with him is transmuted 
into knowledge. One of the most outstanding examples of 
this minor’ facet of his nature, his pessimism, is found in 
a letter to Vinet:

23° W7T7 Giese, oj). cit., p. 84
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I am reduced to the state of a purely critical 
intelligence viewing with a gloomy eye that death 
of my hearto I sit in judgement on myself, and x r 
remain calm, cold and Indifferent: I am dead* and I
look upon my dead self without emotion and almost 
. without shadow of inner perturbation „ » » . the 
intelligence shines on this cemetery like on a 
dead moon?-4
In IS40 through the influence of Cousin, he obtained 

employment at the Mazarine Library and he thought this would 
enhance his position as a suitor for the hand of the daughter 
of General Pelletier. Unfortunately he was refused and the 
hypothesis has been suggested by Giraud that after this cri
sis his melancholy and skepticism became more profound. Le
roy suggests that it may have been merely coincidence;but . 
adds that the somber tone of his correspondence with the 
Oliviers seems to support the contention that something had 
been broken in him.

If one discounts the importance, of these infrequent 
expositions of his more ■somber moods one realizes that in 
its entirety his work presents an atmosphere of cheerfulness.• 
Ihe following quotation offers us an example of his more nor
mal turn of thought:

In general we complain too much; we arraign fate 
and nature and society as if all our lives were . 
vowed to wretchedness. And yet how many hours of 
ease and pleasure, full of unconscious happiness, 
do we owe to the springtime,and the morning sunI 
How many pleasant intervals, whole days even, we 
silently enjoyI We suffer noisily, we rejoice si- 

' . l e n t i g o n b - 5  • ;  ,

21o Gorr. I - 130
:25c P.O. v, p. 461-3
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Toward the end of his life he wrote to thePrincesse 
Mathilde of his satiety with lifeybut he modified this pes- 

,. simistic observation by /stating that life had not been tm-;: - : 
kind to him; and that' the' blessing :0f distinguished friend—

- ship had eounted for more than many ordinary years=
Sainte-Beuve did not parade his skepticism or become 

absorbed in:it as did Ahatole France and his group s but 
relegated it to the margin of his thought» He regarded hu
man nature in the light of his own nature with a detached, and 
realistic'eye, but he still retained a high respect for hu-

After having passed through the stages of his early 
life during;which he'experienced the influences of various 

h philosophies, , belief s: -and;'movements ; .: he canie; to . take a more 
relative view of human;nature, and his enhanced skepticism 
produced in him a feeling of resignation rather than appease
ment » His mind became more fine, more flexible, more capable 
of transforming itself when applied to the study of litera
ture o However his serenity was troubled by a Secret bitter
ness for not having attained the ideal which he had set and 
■ this.’ sense, of bankruptcy, of life was. manifested in and affec
ted the impartiality 'of- some of his writings „ Just after 
passing the age of forty, he expressed his disillusioned 

;. state. of mind in his Portraits Contemporains-: -

14



: J.?ai obtenu beaucoup _ plus ' quê aia destinee ne ; : " 
m.1 offrait,. d’abord, .et je sens en .meme temps que ee 
beaucoup est tres peu. L 8avenir ne me, promet plus 
rien; je n 8attends rieh ni de l8ambitlon ni du . . '
bonheur . Je--ne 'me crois . appele . a auc.une grande yp*,.t
cation d8utiliteet la chime re du bien -public ne 

vme: soutient::';pas.»,,2® : "■  ̂ .

Sainte-Beuve experienced misgivings as to haying chow- 
sen the/right path in li^el He wrote that he knew of no man
who.; had plannedhis life 'andthen followed his : plan faithful
ly, He analyzed the many: metamorphoses that he had expert' 
ienced by saying that the human lot is a succession of yokes 
and that one achieves freedom only by changing occupation 
or belief o-'-y; In retrospect; he summed up his feeling of uncer
tainty and disillusionment■in the following:

E t c ’.estainsf qu’avant d8 avoir'ache ve de d • :: v
. vieilliry on a passe par taut de vies suecessives 
qu8oh ne sait plus. bien, en y ressongeant, quelle . p 
est la vraiep quelle a^t eelle pour iaquelle on-^
. Stait. fait et dont. on?etait digne ,■ quelle est; celle 
qu8 on aurait choisie, ! • '

• .. .o ;Sainte-Beuve felt the lack of a strengthening religious
influence in his life which,would have prevented or at least
deterred the:strong penchant he -had for libertinism in the
nineteenth as well as the'seventeenth century' interpretation
-of the wordo The hypothesis has been offered that had he
been successful ih -his marital, endeavors he would have, per-
haps led a more normal and conventional life in the moral /-
sensev :' dv; ' : ; :• >/ ;■;../d':'/;'",

;';/ . : 26 o/p Qiraud, La Vie Secrete de Saint e-Beuve, p <> 132;: -
27° G.-Ao Salnte-Beiuve, Ghateaubriand et Son Grouue - • / V- Litteraire, II, p .139 ! ^ '



Wisdom and virtue are everywhere apparent in Sainte- 
Beuve's entire work. Although his conduct was not ofthe .
highest moral standards, he never allowed it to alter the 
high moral. caliber of his writing *

His love for Victor Hugo's wife Adele disturbed the 
friendship of these two great men of letters of the nineteenth 
century! Sainte-Beuve's conduct was not blameless but he 
made a sincere effort to alleviate the difficult situation by 
traveling far from Paris and even avowing his fault to Hugo 0 

Opinions of biographers differ as to Sainte-Beuve's 
deportment in the episode but Mott believes that he conduc
ted himself as a gentleman throughout the affair <, Whether 
or'not Sainte-Beuve was guilty of adultery, this period in 
history was quite notorious for its flagrant immorality.,
Hugo himself as well as the other outstanding figures in the 
romantic school, Be Vigny, Chateaubriand, and George Sand 
were not above reproach on this score„

During the affair, Sainte-Beuve experieneed a religious 
awakening, but it is not sure whether it was due entirely to 
the influence of the Hugos' or also to that of Lamennais and 
the Abbe Gerbeto It is probably that in his heart during this 
turbulent period there was a mixture of the sacred and the 
profaheo This was revealed in a collection of poems entitled 
Consolations which appeared in 1S29. •

Victor. Hugo's attitude throughout this unfortunate .

• ■ : - 16 ' '



affair was tolerant and nobleSainte-Beuve finally fled 
Paris in 1837j seeking refuge with his 'friends the Oliviers 
in Switzerland o' ' -

The famous affair would have remained relatively ob
scure had not a writer named Karr, who had- felt the point of 
Sainte-Beuve8s critical pen, brought to light in 1845 a book 
of love poems to Adele entitled: Livre .d*&mour which Sainte- 
Beuve had the indiscretion or.vanity to publish privately* .
It was resuscitated again in 1848 by a pedant named Michlels 
and it gave Sainte-Beuve some unpleasant publicity in Liege 
where he was conducting his course on Chateaubriando 

, Despite his amorality9 Sainte-Beuve strikes one as 
being essentially an honnete homme and this impression is 
manifested throughout his writings * He carried into the con
templation of life the finest spirit of letters in the man
ner of Cicero9 and the high moral tone of his work, which 
never reverted to the crude sensualism of his twentieth year,
- showed this influence of the finer forces which humanity has 
embodied in its religions =

In his search for the truth, he allowed no compromises 
for the sake of cleverness and he was far wiser than the lead
ing contemporary thinkers in that he allied himself with wis
dom down through the ages.o 
. -Sainte-Beuve disproved his own statement that man does 

hot ripen by growing and improving to the last0 His thought



diti. iaot rise Qoatinually as did that of some of the pure spir
its which he portrayed in Port-E o y a l hut it was 'humble' and 
did not descend to worship or condone his unconquered weak
nesses as did that of some of his contemporaries9 the roman- 
ti cist So ■ -

Viewed from the standpoint of his work, Sainte-Beuve8s 
life manifests great simplicity, a life devoted to perfect 
our knowledge : of the human mind <> '

We now will consider Matthew Arnold, Sainte-Beuve1s 
eontemporary^who also was altruistic in' that he sought by 
his criticism to raise the general cultural level of his 
countryo / . - :

His life, less turbulent and spectacular than that 
of his master, yet equally productive and equally important 
in literary history, followed the same general pattern* '

18



• . II
Arnoia considered utility of paramount importance in / 

life, and lie consecrated liis life and writings to improving 
the lot of mankind. In his ardent desihe for the revision ■ ; 
of traditidual institutions and ̂ dogmas;! he: yentured; holdiy ':: : 
into ;the'very coritroversial fields of politics and religion, 
subjects on which he was. not preeminen.tly qualified to hold 
fortho Consequently he was the" target of many polemical at
tack: s. .which - he sustained with stoical good humor 0 What-.
. ever changes; or lap r d vemeht S- he accompli she d in the se res™ - 
pective domains it is not the" object of this paper to deter
mine 0 But his oplnidns were stimulating to and respected by 
the leaders; in pdlltScstand;reiigion» The evidence of this 

' influence he was "having-on the thinking men of his time was . 
the recognition he-received: from Disraeli and the high bishops 
of the %huglî  when,he met th^ in social lifeo- " It;; '
is also evidentthat Arnold was sincere inhis views and dis
interested (to use a. word - from" his critical vocabulary):in. 
respect to any personal gain he might .derive.;from his writings 
on these subjects« ;;; -y d : ; ; , " '  ■' - - v :
; - In fulfilling his - arduous dutleeu. as inspector of : 5
; schools, lie acquitted himself .nobly, accomplishing many re- " ," 
forms in the .school systems of England => • l -"; " ;:

He further achieved hi s ideal of usefulness In .creating
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poetry of worth and in rejuvenating and improving English 
literary criticismo . ;

. ArnoldJ s theories for the improvement of mankind are
embodied in his conception of the term culture which he saw 
as the instrument for human progress=

He regarded culture as a perfection of self through ac= 
quisition of learning and the application of this in criti
cism of our actions and our ideas in order to arrive at the 
knowledge of our true human natures«

The principle of subjecting ideas and dogmas to per- 
sonal criticism he had inherited from G-oethe 0 He recognized 
and acknowledged the strongest influences on his life and 
thought in the persons of G-oethe, Wordsworth s Sainte-Beuve 
and Cardinal Newman o : . - ■ • r. ; ; 1 -
. The most important of these was G-oetherwhose idea of 

nThe exercise of that ’right and duty of private judgement’ 
gave Arnold his direction. "It was the assertion that all 
institutions, standards, ideas, were within the.sphere of 
individual scrutiny, and were not only subject to change, 
but to annihilation, at the individual’s will0,t2̂  '

The aim of Arnold’s writings was to propose culture 
as a medium for the development of all sides of human nature, 
as a guide to the path to take in knowledge and in conduct®

-• 28o Ro Shafer, Christianity and Naturalism, p . 164
29,o Shafer, op. oit., Po l6T" ' ”



He maintained that culture would lead men whose taste had 
heen perfected and liberated from the irrational bonds of 
traditiono He assigned to religion a subordinate role in the 
all-inclusive term culture but he considered that it was still 
.of great importance.because he stated that conduct and thus 
morality was three-fourths of life.

At first he had thought that naturalism could be sub
stituted for everything Christianity represented because he 
felt the lack of correspondence "between the forms of modern 
Europe and its spirit", between the new wine of the eighteenth 
and nineteenth centuries,.and the old bottles of the eleventh 
and twelfth centuries, or even of the sixteenth and seven
teenth. but he later realized that religion had a purpose 
in the scheme of things, which nothing could replace o '

Arnold’s spiritual disillusionment during his youth 
was due in part to the influence of the romanticists who. im
parted to him the sense of being lost after having been lib
erated from traditional dogmas and ideas by the "masters of 

31the mind" such as Goethe. After losing his belief in the 
divine origin of man and the world9 he felt the emptiness of 
his life in which he had no point beyond himself to which he 
could refer his action, thought and aspiration. He expressed 
this feeling in these classic lines in his poem Stanzas from

30. R. Shafer3 op^cit.- as quoted p. 163
31®. M e Arnold, Stanzas From the Grand Chartreuse
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La- S-ran.de Chartreuse: b<3tweea, 1m o /WQr 1 ds-.,- one dead :
the other powerless to be born. "^^' ' ; - - ; ; ;. -Z;:/.':.-''. - -

Thus he points put in Culture and Anarchy that the sei- ' - / 
eritist; cannot - unite truth and beauty.-because this entails - - - 
evaluations. aesthetic and moral<> A scientist does not •
judge phenomena, or regard them emotionally and culture de-■ 
mands this analysis in order that we. may discover tie real... 
human nature and improve it by.applying, the standard of na
ture 3 the best nature«. ‘ " 'b > ■ v - -
b’; L He admirpd the Greek civilizationfor. this exercise of 
judgement in that the Greeks, pursued: sweetness and light s -.y .
.iSeauty as well as truth. He thus indicated his position as* . 
...a humanist, considering that science gives us knowledge only$ 
whereas, literature gives us knowledge humanized, related to G • 
our moral and aesthetic sense „ . .. u c b; ’ ; .. v ' - - ■

' b Arnold* s , humanism was a fundamental element ’ in his life 
;ahd,workThis, admiration and ■ideal -of antiquity as Sherman - -. 
as setts, "is: sugge sted: in a' le t ter written at the age of - sixty-, 
four;-: 61 read five pages of Creek anthology every days looking 
out all the words I do not - know,, this is what 1; shall always b 
understand by education and it does me good, and gives me great

, 32 o M. Arnold, op 0 citb.- b- ' b b  - y b • : ; '  G; - "G
33o So P, Sherman, bMatthew.̂ Airnold:,-; How^ to -Know Him, p0.9 ebb



Arnold had a feeling of reverence for the classics
and contempt for .contemporary literature which he expressed
in a letter of January, 1851«(Goethe's)

I read his/letters. Bacon, Pindar, Sophocles,
Tho siKempis, and Bcclesiasticus, and retire more 
and more from the modern world and modern litera
ture, which is all only what has been before and . • 
what will be again, and not bracing or edifying inthe least <, .
Through his study of the classics, Arnold came into . 

Contact with the teachings of Sophocles and his principle,
"To see the object as it really is”, became the essence of 
Arnold's teaching./ Although he insisted on objectivity, 
the powers of human reason, and deplored the worship of ac
tion as an escape from thought, he himself failed because 
he could not attain sufficient objectivity. However, in his 
poem The Scholar Gypsy, he indicts the new-.domination of the 
restless intellect over the soul of modern mano

Although in his poem The Buried Life Arnold conveys 
the impression that no man can find the secret of his own 
being, he became reconciled to his destiny realizing the ex
istence of a power which works out to the individual-' s good 
even though it may be contrary to his will and judgemento

Although Arnold had a vein of melancholy which he ex
pressed in some of the poetry of his youth, for example Dover 
Beach and-Stanzas Prom The Grande Chartreuse, he refused to

34° SoPo Sherman cit., p’,- 13
35° Bo Trilling, .. _thew Arnold. Intro. XII,Italics in original , : -
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let his mind be contrdEed by this penchant« He would have 
been justified in becoming discouraged or depressed for two 
main reasons. The first was that his poetry, although dis
playing merit which at times equalled and even surpassed 
that of his contemporaries, Wordsworth, Tennyson and Browning, 
sold very poorly, and,scarcely praised or criticised was al
most completely ignored, The second reason was:the tragic 
1 deaths of his three sons in their early youth, He received 
consolation and satisfaction in the assurance of the influ- • 
ence that he was having as a writer of prose, an attainment
which he had. most desired, A year before his death he wrote

'36 -- - -,in an article in the nineteenth Century the following lines
which may be interpreted as his creed; ”T’or my part, as I
grow, old, <euid profit, 1 hope, by the lessons of experience,
I think the chief good, that which above all makes life worth
living, is to be of use,”

In the introduction to his book .on Matthew Arnold,
Lionel Trilling states that; "Arnold the poet saw first the

■ 37problems Arnold the practical man tried to solve," , He
was able to find himself by writing poetry and he maintained, 
his creative, talent until it became exhausted by covering 
himself with a cloak of mocking superciliousness and affected 
dandyism. He lost many friends by this "mild Byronism o f

36, Nineteenth Century, 2SI (May I887) 629 '
37o L, Trilling, Matthew Arnold * Introduction XII



; of XexaMH:©tn» ̂ :: ;but he felt that M s  poetic gift would :he sti-4I 
fled by the "development; of his critical, intellect .'from con«= 
tact with' socie%o - . . ; ' \ \  ...

;;frilfihg:stutes that Arnold1s poems on sexual" love/ 
the two -hefies; entitled Switzerland and Faded Leaves in
spired hy: his love for one named Marguerite, give us a clear= 
er ihsighf into his feelings about the cosmos and society • 
than his more,explicitly philosophical poetry« . ArhOid in - %. 
M s  love poetry attempted to tell the truth about an impor- 
faht, experience o . ^

Marguerite represented to him‘the epicurean,-pagan, - 
:;”religion of pleasure*1 which he regards as a failure as a 
way of life for mankind, whichumst for 
the ^religion of sorrow"=, ' ; .
- * Her indifference reveaied- to: Arndld forcefuily- what he

‘considered to be the emotional situation of the modern man, d ....
his insufficiency, his .uncertainty, his dilution of spirit
This theme is. expressed’ vividly' in his;poem' Lover Beach;

-Ah, .Lpvê . let ws be true xx /' V...; - ^
/ Tp one ahptherl.: For: ̂  which seems
: To'-'lie before us like a land of dreams, : .' : : -
' So- various, so heautiful ,:;ho' r i e w , v . " , - \
' ̂ Hath really.; neither -joyi r nor love, not .light,: :
. Hor; certitude nor peace, nor help for pain; ' : ’ :
And we are here'as. on a- darkling plain I . ' . . V-
Swept:; with •.confused-alarms, pi ,struggle and. flight, 

y ilhere ignorant' armies'Clas nighto- ;: 1: ■ \

; ,3̂ g L̂°' Trillihg, :-op- elf h po. 9?-. 1 39° L. Trilling, op° olt. p. 125 •".•



Arnold finally left Marguerite; in an attempt to find 
his true self but' in the experience he ha'd felt a profound 
personal sorro#. ' V X>; X f A' XX-X : •■X:.;

4t this time Arnold was experiencing a. psychologieal 
transformation. He renounced his :ihtrospec tiTe: :poetic tal- 

-vent .to - adopt a more serene life as an; inspector • of schools c 
This position made possible his ■ marriage to Lucy Wightman ' 
who further stabilized his life pattern, lie commenced to 

7 write GritioiSm and his. sense of /oppression ̂and' melancholy 
Agate' way; do genial satisfactionIn a letter to his mother ■ 
in 1869 j • he made, an ' estimate;? of his poetic . achievement ' which
- has; been {verifiedXby p:osterity 1 X; ' -X' 1 ,rv,v

My poems represent3 on the whole, the main 
\ movement of mind of the last; quarter of a century,

and thus they will probably have their day as X X  ■ . ... 
. people become conscious to themselves of what that X- :X movement of mind fis, and ; interested in the ; liter- •

> .{A; Xh&ry productions .vhich reflect it, ' ;  v .
: . X However3 Arnold always' retained;a doubt of fulfilment 9 

a sense of having taken the wrong role in life, the distor
tion of self and.purpose and. the assumption of a manner to''. 
.meet the-world, ’fhis, uhc eftaihty is; manifestedX in: his poem
- .fhenBuried.-Lif e ' A:.;:';:'' X'XX..' ;;'X;a <'.;;'{aX: 'a V " '{X- X ' {--{'Xa 

.{.. .This may.'have been in part due to a manifestation of
nostalgic longing for the freedom of his early years as a 

-poet.; ■ ' . .' ;
Arnold's youth and. poetry were influenced by Byron, ■

40,.: Letters, II., 10 ' '. " \;:;v X.



a M  Arabia fluctuated between praise of his genius and con
demnation of his amorality o Arnold8 s' last word on Byron . 
was.praise because he saw,in Byron’s energetic and- conrageons' 
fiauntihg'of; his own reactionary aristocratic' class and the /: 
intellectually s tagnant middle el as s the spirit of r e f o r m : 
that he, Arnold, wished tovimpart to' society by means of his

hrnoldis; opinidn of' the 'middle class was■:far- from eom- 
plimentary and- his .view of society in general was f a.ther - -

,? ■ . ' ■ Far more than by the helplessness of an aris- , ' ..'
tocracy whose day is fast coming to an end,, far

„ more than by ''the rawness of' a ' lower class, whose day is only just beginning, we are imperiled' by
what.I call the, Philistinism of our middle class.

. ■ - ■ V - On the side of beauty and taste,' vulgarity; oh ,- h
the side of morals and feeling, coarseness; on- :h , - the side of mind; and spirit;,; unintelligence - - , h: - ; '

hh- this'is. PhiiiStinismj^ty~.' ; ; : .p -
h ;; Alt hough Arno 1 d was;' a. prof esse d antagonist, of stagna

tion or reluctance to change ''in anyfort;, : he was opposed . to 
the use of force or violence to effect changes in the exis- 
ting order, of things« . He expressed this opinion emphati
cally in his book Culture and -Anarchy suggesting "that the -/ 
proper remedyyfor: riots: is the old EOman; rigor,. the leaders v : 
to be hurled, from ̂ the' Tarpeiain Eoc^k rest whipped,

.. : 41 o .to Eelman;, Prophets of'Yesterday and Their Message
-for h' . : , h -f.' ' - 42 ° -1 B-ih o Brown, Matthew Arnold, p. 186 / .



Arnold expressed his conservative distaste for liberty 
too quickly gained in his poem To a Republican Friend written 
in 1848; ' A ' '

o o 6 o When 1 muse on what life is, I seem 
- Bather to patience prompted, than that proud

Prospect of hope which Prance proclaims so loud*
Arnold had spent his whole career evaluating the French 

Revolution, denying much of it, translating liberty to mean 
order , affirming fraternity only after reestablishing religion*

Arnold's praise for George Sand was more emphatic than 
that for Byron because she had been the most outstanding in
fluence in inspiring Arnold’s youth with her faith in the - 
Revolution and her certainty that social change was a reli
gious duty*• He overlooked, her sexual vagaries because ofrher 
virtues of social idealism, her concept of the humanitarian 
role :of nature, and the similarity of their attitude toward 
Christianity*

In the principle of equality engendered by the Revolu
tion, Arnold saw a contributing factor toward a more perfect A 
civilization, and to this end he campaigned in his writings 
for the reduction of the eno.mous inequality in property.

It is interesting to note that many parallels may be 
drawn between these two outstanding literary critics of the 
nineteenth century in regard to their attitudes toward life
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and letterso
Arnold set usefulness' as the Ideal of his life, and 

pursued this aim in his writing, lecturing, and in his offi
cial position as inspector of schools with the ultimate 
purpose of benefiting humanity.

Sainte-tieuve had adopted as his criterion a constant : 
effort toward perfection and the high level of quality 
throughout his writings'is evidence of his attainment of 
this goal0 He regarded himself as a prophet to lead the 
people to a higher cultural level and as a guardian of the 
heritage of antiquity with its standards of good taste and 
morality o . .. V .. ' _

Both Arnold and Sainte-Beuve, were excellent humanists, 
and as- such they deplored the quality of contemporary litera
ture and its negligence of the classic models„ The sensuous 
beauty, the feminine aspect of the Greek' genius appealed to 
Salnte-Beuve,,whereas the virile ideal of intellectual gran
deur was the characteristic of Hellenism which Arnold ad
mired mosto Arnold also strived to maintain Hebraism or 
Christianity on as high a level as Hellenism or paganism, 
whereas Sainte-Beuve was more partial toward and more skilled 
in interpreting the latter0

As young men their faith in traditional Christianity 
had felt the impact of science and this dissolving influence 
produced in them a feeling of melancholyo Although this
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vein of pessimism was assuaged in Arnold's ease by his marri
age, in Sainte-Beuve's case it was to haunt him throughout 
his; life and his only consolation was absorption in his work 

Objectivity in their work was a quality or character- 
istic which the two critics aimed at and attained to a high 
degreeo This .detachment and relative view of ideashthey had 
derived from their classical studies and this influence was 
apparent in the fine judgement and balance of their work*

Arnold ahd Sainte-Beuve expressed a feeling of uncer^ 
tainty asAo whether the path they had taken in life was the 
right: one but they were .rewarded in life by, many honors = .

Aithpugh both men expressed disapproval of violent re
volution, Arnold saw some good effects of the French Revolu
tion 0 : : - u y

Arnold was optimistic about human progress visualizing 
in culture the instrument for the improvement of mankind0 
His interpretation of culture was a combination of self- 
analysis and self-perfection, a scientific attitude toward 
traditional beliefs and dogmas, and a belief in a depersonal
ized Go do u: • A

Sainte-Beuve believed in progress with reservations*
He was too shrewd a judge of human nature to be swept away 
by enthusiasm for any spiritual or scientific rejuvenation.of 
man. Having passed through many metamorphoses in his rich 
and varied life, but not being absorbed by any of the beliefs
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or movei&entis. he encountered, tie was• able to. render a keener • 
jndgement tin eociety. As a portrait painter in poetic prose 
tie stiowed .tils' ability to analyse men» He was outstanding as 
a moralist in ttie-Frencti sense of ttie word, , in ttie•intellec
tual . sense 0 G-iese evaluates Sainte-Eeuve8 s technique and 
art as a moralist in ttie /following words: .

' His .deidca-te probings of ttie springs of ac= tIon, tii s subtle analysis ' of . spiritual moods ," :
• ; •• ; tii s aympattietlc' rendering - of ; ttie- inner life of . •- Saints no less ttian sinners, are of ttie rarest de

gree of fineness and Of truttifulness, and However sligtitly ttiey may stimulate to action9 or tend 
to fix conviction, they are yet uniquely and im-.

: mensely edifying. 43 ; .. ■ - V ; '

. ItiaveendeaYored to make it apparent in ttiis ctiapter 
; tiow Arnold resembled Sainte-Beuve in their common aim of 
utility in life, ttieir mutual esteem for ttie classics as 
standards for life and literature, ttieir constant endeavor 
to be objective, in ttieir criticism, and in ttie dissolving 
effect" of ttie scientific discoveries of ttie nineteentti cen
tury on ttieir religious beliefs o ';It is: ttie purpose of ttie 
following chapter to.•discuss in detail ttiis common loss of 
faltti in :traditional Ctiristianlty.o.



CHAPTER II
' THE EFFECT OF SCIENCE ON THE

RELIGIOUS THOUGHT OFSAINTE-BEUVE AND
MATTHEW ARNOLD

' . • , ... I  - .
Sainte-Bewe had a very pious youttu Francois Morand,

judge in Sainte-Beuve’s native city, wrote on the subject of
Sainte-Beuve’s faith: "Durant I ’une de ses visites a Boulogne,

. . . .  ,  . . *1

aux vaeances, il se confessa et conmunia."
In 1819 at the age of fourteen, he wrote to his friend 

I8Abbe Barbe: "La religion est ce qui eontribue beaucoup
aussi a me consoler o t o  Je prie interieurement le bon Lieu, 
et, par la, je m 8ouvre une ressource pour dissiper ma reine," 

However, many of the teachers of his impressionable 
adolescent years were not religious m'en0 Some of the ideol
ogists such as Oabanis, Be Tracy, Lamarck, and Daunou, who 
had the profoundest influence on him, were professed atheists» 
Due to their dissolving influence on his belief, he came to 
consider that of the two enemies of faith, free thought and 
immorality, the former was the more dangerous„ He wrote':

La connaissance des lois mecaniques, ehimiques 
et physiologiques de l8 univers est souvent le 
plus grand obstacle a la croyance du Chretien, 
ou meme eelle du metaphysicien theiste, C8est 
la un obstacle plus fort et plus insurmontable que

lo F 0 Morand, Les Jeunes AnnSs De 0.o-Ao Sainte-Beuve Paris, 1872, 2.Y - ~ ” ™  '
2o lo Bonnerot, Correspondance, I, 26.
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celui de la oonduite relaohee des moerucss e'est 
I 1obstacle intelleetuel et non plus charnel? 
e8-est l,iobjection la plus impossible peut-Stre 
& deloger d^un esprit on elle slest une fois 
installee et comma naturalisee«-
The naturalistic atti&ue which had deprived him of 

his faith also shaped one of the main characteristics of his 
work-, his naturalistic technique in creating his literary 
portraitso He termed himself a "naturalist of minds"» How
ever, although naturalism was a part of the basis of his 
method it never became the central theme of his work, nor did 
it become the foundation for an arbitrary system as Taine 
had interpreted it. The scientific attitude had encouraged 
the growth of a melancholy skepticism in him.

In comparing him to Goethe, one of the outstanding pro
ponents of the questioning spirit towards existing beliefs 
and principles which is the essence of naturalism, Professor 
Babbit said 5 "The final impression one carries away from 
Sainte-Beuve is that of a man who has suffered an inner de
feat ; from Goethe that of a man who has fought and conquered.

Sainte-Beuve unlike Goethe, whom he eulogized as the 
greatest critic, could not choose between faith and unbelief. 
Hven when in later life he had become a confirmed skeptic, 
he still retained an emotional nearness to religion. He stood

3° Mo Leroy, La Pensee De Sainte-Beuve, p. 51
4= I. Babbitt, The Master#.of Modern French Criticism 

p. 187 ■ . - . •
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hesitant midway -"between Pa seal s the apostle of renunciation 
and. Goethe, the Ghampioh of vrorldliness« ' .

; Sainte-BeuW felt something missing in his iifeppat- . 
tern, and' he attributed the labk - of .Inspirationin -hi's wfitr .: 
ing to this absenee, of a solid spiritual backgroundo .; He • 
considered, this absehce of faith one of Voltaire’s chief deP 
feCts, but unlike Voltaire, he deeply felt and missed/the . 
power of what he lacked. "Even in his last period, he stillP 
pays tribute to religion as the only satisfactory guide in 
life and the only‘ abiding fountain of hope." ' ,/pr

Although the love of truth was the guiding force in 
his life and workpthe was ■skeptical .of the absolute truth 
as determined by the philosopher s. Sainte-Beuve believed ;1 
in truth as manifested in reality and thus he distrusted 
metaphysics because he believed that the experiences of the 
inner life could not be systematized s that man was 3 as Mon- 
taigne' so aptly put; it,, a bundle of contradictions = He. saw 
the impossibilities of arbitrarily imposing a theory of. unity 
on human. nature because he was endowed with a profound :sense 
of the individual reality. . • •

He expressed .his opinion of metaphysics in this phrase: 
i$d?hose ;yague: and vain expressions, those abstract metaphors ' 
that give an appearance of reality to what is only subtilized;

5° Wo $ .. G-iese, Sainte-Beuve, A Literary Portrait, " : -' 
y. tJniv. of Wisconsin;,Studles Hoo 31,■ Madison:, • 1931,p.6A



and nebulous logomachy”
He wrote to his friend Barbe In 1829 that the more he 

thought of religion, the more he considered it a thing of 
the soulq,, a matter between the individual man and God. He 
regarded the external manifestations of religion as of little 
value in winning souls, the real aim of religion*

• The deterioration of his faith by the teachings of the 
ideologists was further accelerated during his precocious 
youth by the sensual awakenings of adolescence. He pictured 
himself in his autobiographical novel Yolupte, as unattrac
tive to the opposite sex with the result that:

II y avait des semaines entieres ou je redou- 
blaisxde deraison, et ou la crainte de n'etre pas ^

. aim#.a temps, de me voir retranche de toute volupte 
. • par une rapide laideur ne me laissait pas de relSehe 

ont.. . o Mon doux regime moral ne se retablit pas; 
mes habitudes saines s8 altererent. Cette idee de 
femme, une voix tsvoqu^e a" mes regards, me demeura 
presents, envahit mon #tre et y rompit la trace 
des impressions ant#rieures. Ma religion se sentit 
palirJ
Woman’s important role in the drama of his life preven

ted Sainte-Beuve’s skepticism from hardening into cynicism. 
His masters in skepticism, Bayle and Montaigne, had been re
pelled by the mystic sentimentalism associated with woman.
His piety and devout speech was a disguise for his amatory 
passion. In his later years in a letter to Hortense Allart, 
the former mistress of Chateaubriand, he confessed:

C.B. VI, p. 375 ,A V7. V". Giraud, La Vie Secrete de Sainte-Beuve, p.21 
Italics in original



; I tried a little Christian mythology in my ’ . '
v; ■ youth5 but it has evaporated^ It was for me .
. \ the Swan of Ledas a means of obtaining access to . •; •
• •• the fair and of kindling love gin them, ; Youth has . :: ; time and: employs every means . " . : - -

After 'the' July -RevQlutioh-of 1830, Saints-Beuve contin
ued writing for the Globe; and during this period.;lie had-, a 
tragi-.comic duel with the editor Dubois, He cpntinued with; : 
the- paper.under the editorship of Heroux and Under the new / 
ownersj the Saint-Simdnists, He was enthused over the .human- 
itariah movement5sf an attempt to unite religion?with science 
and industry, and devoted much of his writing toward popular- - 
izing: titar p r i n c i p l e s : v. .
; ; His ideal of a more democratic and social type of Oath- 
oiicism was reaiized in the theories, of Saint-Simon, He 
wrote that his higher instincts had been satisfied by the 
teachings of Saint-Simoh, - He .believed that Saint-Simonism' 
concerhed itself with the laboring and suffering portions of 
humanity which had been misunderstood or disdained by Cathol
icism,.. ' .Although he shortly parted company with.the sect he 
wrote that through his contact with;it the various religious• 
mc^ements'became more .intelligible.;.and that he came to res
pect religion as a social form, / \- 
: • :;At this time (.1831) his contemporary relationship with.-.

Laraennais and the Hugos occurred, '



=:: :: ' . :-His intimate ■ iriendstiip; "mtik t M : Buges. Brought, -him . / _
closer to "Catholicism' than he .later would admit« It is en
tirely possible that .his.religious: iudecisioh was designed 
to arouse the concern and interest of Mele; Hugo and her hus
band be cause- Sainte-Beuw wa.s pggbsed to official Catholi
cism. He had ̂  dislike of it because of its marked tendency 
to be too political aud- aristocratic in nature o f

- . ■ He saw in Hugo only a literary Christian, dominated by 
Catholic symbols« whose religion had attained his hear ft . 
only through imagination and intelligence0

-Sainte-Beuve had a more 'genuine; 'religious sense, a 
more profound comprehension of Christianity than Hugo or 
Lamartines although they were superior poetso’ -

He was deeply interested in Lamennaisf theory. cf the ' .
union of democracy'and OatholiGism» He had come to Lamennais;
as a . sick soul hoping !?for a sacred union Of will and intel-

; ' 9 : ' \ - . . ' ' ■ ' .ligenoe.under the seal of faith"o Lamennais professed to
be the defender of the democratic and social Catholicism, the 
interpretatiqn which embodied the principles of Baint-Simonism

. and the ideal which Sainte-Beuve had dreamed of * With Lam- . * 
ennals' break with the Papacy, renouncing Catholicism for

- democracy and marked by the publication of his Affaires de -
-,Rome, Sainte-Beuve"was prof oundly saddened and disillusioned,.

Mott , Sainte-Beuve, p= 79 - . ■
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and lie denounced- Lamennais as a priest and- a man of Knowledge 
describing him only as an admiral)!e artist. ... : ; '

After his deception by Adele Hugo and .LamennaisSainte 
Beuve judged them wilh fright lucidity even as he exam
ined himself with anger and despair, distressed in heart and 
mind. During this period there was.a violent' struggle be
tween his desire for faith -.and-: the development, of his. avid - 
curiosity. Thus under these unsettled conditions the seeds 
of faith sewn by Adele and Guttinguer were not able to germ
inate . His feelings toward Lamennais became less harsh 
through the years and he described his courageous stand in 
1861: - A' ; ' ; _ ■ ' "A’ - -

a He is the soldier of the f uture,"the - demoora- 
tic soldier 3 fervent and full, of faith, vfithout 
peace or truce, knowing but the one word Forward 1 .■

, extravagant often, -out of all: measure indeed, but 
with a profound feeling for social infirmities and,_ 
popular sufferingsto whom much will be forgiven.10 •

He wrote to Barbe at this time that: . • -
Je dois te dire, encore q.ue; ma vie e'st bien 

. loin ’d^tre eonforme a-ce que je voudrais at ce 
que je croirais le bien, mais c’est deja quelque 
chose que je; le sente et que j e - tSche d1 etre- plus 

. ds accord avec moi-meme.11
After 1820> .he' became, more arid more melancholy because 

he was searching not only philosophical certainty but, mate
rial security also. In 1833 he writes to George Sandtlthat

10. b.B. Mott, op..eit., p. 79 .
11 o. M. leroy9 Fie De Bainte-Beuve, p. 75



lie was of a ;Mnatur61 .peti' es-perante'1 He. compares himself to 
a "terre trop longtemps tremp.ee d'eau qui reste humide et 
froide sods le.VSoleil r.epar'd” o -. ■

Hater, he was induced; to return to L ’Ahba^e aiajc Bois 
due to the influence of his friend lean tTaeques Ampere., and 
he became more serene in his religious feeling as he studied 
the theories of Chateaubriand’s Genie du Christianisme, find
ing it.a doctrine less specifically democratic than that of 
HamennaiSo : ■ .: ■ ■: /. . - t.y
; . He wrote to Barbe in 1835; "Mes sentiments sont tou- 
jours'aToisinant le rooher de la foi, s’y brisant souTent 
coflme des vagues, pintot qu’y prenant pied,.comma un nau-
. - Hi' ■ ■ - . .' . .frage qui aborde enfin «, « o”

< In spite of his attachments to various personalities 
such as Hugo and LamennaiS) Sainte-Beuve was not in search 
of a master, whether of sensation soul,, or he art.I To the- 
contrary he was constantly struggling against domination, he 
was trying to discover himself and he achieved this aim after 
these .repetitions of disillusionmento ;

Through the influence of the poet Juste Oliverj■ ,Sainte- 
Beuve, in 1837, undertook the project of teaching a course 
on Port-Royal at the Academy of Lausanne in Switzerland« ; The- 
hubject Which he was to treat was an occasion for him to

• . 12c Mo Leroys op. cit., p.6? . : ■
13° Salnte-Beuve, tiouvelJe Correspondence, p o28 ,



study the religious question GJaee again« . Port-Royal' was his- 
torical in nature in that it treated, every distinguished per
sonality of the reign of Louis XETs political? social, liter- : 
ary, as well as ecclesiastical, but his intention was to 
paint its portrait, to present its heart and soulc as revealed. 
in the most important events and by its most outstanding fi
gures o 'What he sought was Melevation of soul and loftiness
of sentiment shown by men of heart and conscience, ■ the moral ■"
- ; ’V ":': . . , " ' ' ' : . ' ' . - / ' U  ...;
beauty of the subject in its most sublime expression”,

Although profoundly influenced by his many friends, ^
notably the outstanding Swiss-ProtestantVinet, who .were
interested;in.converting him to Protestahtism he remained a
'Skeptic o Whether due to traces of his Catholic mentality or
to a desire to maintain his mental independence, it. is not
bertain, .To queries in this respect his friend Vinet replied:
' . / dr, : " : . ' : : ■ " ' ' 15 ; : ' ■ -.Vil est, convaincu, mais il n' est , pas converti’8 „ bainte- ■
Leuve wrote - that he had derived ineomparable moral profit
'frdm his association with Vinet' which had :the result that he ....
■understood the. inner phristianity to a greater degree, Vinet ;
had. made Pascal clearer to. Sainte-Beuve.t: '' ' . ■.

■ Sainte-Beuve. had made his choice of a conception of
life according to the skeptical philosophy of Montaigne even ■

14o 1° P. Mott, op. cit,, 161 ;
15 o "V G-iraud, op. cit-., p . - 106 ■' d



' though -the Pehsees of. Pascal had had a profound effect on- his 
thoughto . The end of:I 8 3 8  m a r k e d  his definite separation . 
from Ohristianity. H e • was not able to attain:the intellec- 
-tual and moral asceticism that- true Christianity exacts., •
Even though Port-Royal was an exact and penetrating study., ■ • 
he had not received the spiritual benefit that he had expec- 

■- tedo He wrote to his friend Victor, Pavie that if this, study 
V had not had a good effect on him it would do him great harm.
He resembled La Eoohefoucauld ingredueing.himseif tothe role 
- of a simple observer and recorder of human nature, an atti- 
tude of perfect skepticism and profound pessimism.

Sainte-Beuve- ventured the hypothesis:' that the /accep
tance of Christianity was in:the final analysis the highest - 
sublimation of self-love« - v. . : ' -

' ■ He had a"high respect for Pascal but he preferred Mon- Y
v 1—  :: A 16 ... taigne, the man of '.Ma nature sans la graee”« ■ • " •

' 1 His study of. the history of Port-Royal was not simply
curiosity but a sincere research from the point of view of

1 literature and poetry and at the same time from, the point of
.. view of religion® Ever since'his. association with Lamennais

he had wanted to submit Christianity to serious examination,
to. examine himself thoroughiy oh the religious question and. -
he found in his study of Port-Royal the occasion to accomplish

16o Mo Leroy, La Pensee; de Sainte-Beuve, p.; 82



these , desires« Port-Eefal.- wah; the most important of his 
religious experiences = . ■ : ; ;v: . ' .

V He made a sincere effort to apply to himself the les
sons he had deriyed: from: his research ;hut the objections mul
tiplied and he explained his new state of soul to Vinet in 
saying that ^Those natures who have only inspirations and 
inclinations without faith are aimless and not steadfast<,n /

, Finally"in ;1S35■he -hablished an article entitled "Du . 
G-enie Critiq.ue et de Bayie" in which he professed to be an 
almost absolute skeptic, He outlined, in defining the nG-enie 
Critique" of Bayle, the difficulty and almost impossibility 
of developing ah impartial critical faculty and at the same 
time being deeply religious. It was the manifesto of his 
renunciation of faith» He considered himself capable of an 
eclectic Christianity but thought it an aimless, pursuit„

Bainte-Beuve ,]ikei his models Bayle and Montaigne, was 
intellectually eautious ,and thus there.is not a wilful- para
dox in his entire work. '

About I84O :Sainte-Beuye:..'became imbued with a feeling 
of skepticism, harsh and' sometimes melancholy but more often 
reposed in character0 He wrote to his friend Vinet,. that he . 
was witnessing sadly the death of his•heart„ He had lost 
faith in everything, in everyone, and.'having examined all
the systems of philosophy, religion and literature he consid
ered himself as having reached the state of pure critical

' I?° ;y.«~ G-iraud, op.cit» , p.109 : .



iataliigence. v;;V  ' - :..;r , . ■
’ : - iiiTidence of his lack, of. faith, is found in his will ;. 
written in September, I869., a month before his death: "Is,
veux que mon enterrement soit sans pompe, sans solennite, 
aucun trace d?honneur= Ma place-est' au:cimetiere Hontpar-

' V . / ; : X 18 : : ; ■  1 ■nasse, a cote de raa mere1'» ' : ,
Sainte-Beuve was impressed by. the uniqueness of Chris

tianity in that the principle of self-renouncement and 
the form of prayer addressed familiarly to one Cod had 
never had any precedent or similarity ip all human .history =
He believed the-Christ had existed of To this effect he wrote:

Quoi ne sentez-vous pas la realite, la per-
■ - . sonnalite vivante, vibrante, saignante, etcompa-

tissante qui., ihdSpehdamment' de’. oe que la croy-
- lance et I’ehthousiasme ont pu y  meler en surplus,

exists et palpitel1̂  ' . •
This was a revelation to human morality„ - " ' .

- - There was; always in his work a certain Christian poe
try o 'Although he did not believe in Christianity, his work 
was tinted throughout with'the -color of the belief. Even 
though both he and Kenan had departed from Christianity, they 
never .edifamed, it. and always held it in tender respect „

His skepticism, did not become indifference , oynioism° { 
He spoke of - Christ, Gomforter of .the afflicted,-, with the

■ 18o J> Troubat, Souvenirs st Indiscretions, p »328 .
.19» Wouveaux Lundis, ill, 186$, 243 et s, (Les Saints
:. - Evangiles, trad. par Le - Maistre .De Saci, 1862 '



gentleness bf Fenelono - Francois ̂ Horand. and Henrr Breriond ■ 
wrote: - ^ "- '-t ^ \ . . ..', - t •>

v ■■ Sainte-Beuve, meme apres le; eonrs sur Port-
' 7 • , • Royal ? meme pendant les Qaaseries du Lnndl, m#me\.

sSnate.ur 9 est reste plus attach^ ati?Qiiristian- • . -
; ; isme qu8on ne le eroit d ■ord.inaireo~. / " I ; ■ -

Sainte-Beuve saw .all that was .implied, in the weakening, 
of traditional standards in literature and religion hut he 
was too clear-sighted to accept the new; religions which 
were offered as substitutes for the disciplines of the past<. 
He felt that the religion^passidn,; beauty:, .science and hu- . 
inanity were only secondary elements in human nature and 
could not be exalted to the primary positionp 
- ■ . He wrote that faith was dead because it had been under
mined by science* Since intelligent minds, steeped in his
tory, trained to criticism, and versed in the natural sci
ences , no:longer believed in the o l d  l e g e h d s  and the old 
Bibles, the only alternative to decadence was to march on to 
a new order, to: 11 choose between Byzantinism and true pro-.
; . 21 :• ■ . . . . /

grass”p However, as a skeptic and also a penetrating mor
alist, he realized how empty a hope, the improvement of hu
man nature is: : .1
: ; . When activity.relaxes and when the torrent of

life.dies down, one involuntarily suffers a poignant and deep-seated discouragement as one consi
ders how vain are the opinions of the great major
ity ‘of mankind, and how futile is every effort to

20 c  Pour Le Romantisme ,  p » 215
21= HorfpI2-lS7 ;;



■ reform them; if - you prop them up on ,ohe s i d e : ^
V,-v -  ̂.hhey^ooilapse' on . the::;Qther « t'W " ' •/ - veriiy. 'to make one turn Christian„' were one; \-y/:/.'' t '-y' not a naturalisto22 : • . y.-, . ; . .y/ ■, " / ;;;

‘ Sainte-Beuve sought throughout hie life for a counter
poise in religion or in a noble philosophy to balance the 
epicurean tendencies of his temperament, Of this search  ̂
Babbitt saidh , rry - /■ '-t'o ; y:y;t '::;; -" o. ;'/.;y / y'
. \ That ̂ so shieiftrd an observer, as Sainte-Beuve . ■ yy

- could find no firm anchorage for the spirit in the 1 y • yt
, / y "O:-- - movements peculiar' to this century may in the o ty, -yr y • 1-

, y. . long run turn out to be not to his ydiscredit, but -
to the discredit of the century» It may become \ c'y:- - .,0

. apparent that something was omitted in the whole ; ; y
nineteenth century view of life and that this r y "yy y 

' . ' : some thing - is' the . keys tone' 'of the arch, y t'y ' y yc-'  ̂'
He came to the conciusiohythat literary.criticism is

• ineompatibie with Christian practice because ofy the necessity y’ 
of always judging, and of the necessity.of transforming one
self, in the ŷ mbyc|ieanS. of metamorphosis which is a pagan :

• function. He wrote in his article on Bayle: ”11 faut
v bien avouer qu8 il est difficile,. pour ;ney paS: dire .•impossible, ■ y
d’etre religieux atree ferveur et zele eh 'eultivaht dhez Sol • y■' ' ' - ' n . - . • . ■ i - ' f y y  v:'' ‘ y'V ^ yy: y . :; •. V:r: y - : •. y
cette faculte critique et discursive, relachee et acoommodahte,

’ Sainte-Beuve1s kaleidoscopic life and career was char^ 
acterized.by a melancholy-skepticism. It is difficult to. .
ascertain the iinmediate eause of" his disappearance of faith,

• 22. Oorr, ll-llH : ;/' : n: ' \ '/•: / •'. ...
y 23° Babbitt, op.cit, p.188 

;y y ■ 24o ; V. Giraud, op. bit, ' p .y88 y • y; ■ " - • B yy- yy .y, y .



but it was accelerated by ills ihtrofluetion to the doctrines 
.'r -of ■■ th.e' philosQphers of' the eighteenth century and to the 
discoveries of science- during; his impressionable youth« :

. y; His- negation of belief #as conditioned by his inher-: ; 
ent., insatiable curiosity in the. course of his work, accen- 
tuated by his" profound Knowledge of human nature and it so 
hypoerisy, and aggravated by his unsuccessful marital ven- 

: turesc He.came to consider that it was impossible for a 
critic to have a profound faith and at the same time-to :-
exercise his critical talent by applying his soul to that 
of others*, thus; .sm'bradlhg'th&i.̂ aiid-'trylnr to-re clad or ososl.;

• He envisioned a.more democratic and humanitarian re-, 
ligion in the teachings of Saint-Simon and Lamenrais but his ' 
aspiratiqns .in this direction were not realized» '. I' . . ' ' ' '
. • • . He •always maintained a tender love and a high respect 

; for Christianity and this was apparent in the many charitable 
deeds he inostensibly performed and in the high moral tone 
/throughout his vast work& . \ ' -1 : ’ ‘ ;

It has,been shown in what manner Sainte-Beuve’s course 
of:life was profoundly altered due to the influence of the • - 

■ revolutionafy ideas; of his teachers, and. the .epoch-making .dis- 
s.coverles of soience , - , - . l : - , ‘ -



,, ' I shall now attempt to show a very similar effect brought
about by these climates of opinion on the thought, and faith
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; : ' " ' :̂ _:-,:. : : : # 1 "''- ':k
Mattjaew Arnold revealed in his poetry his. disoevery that 

•traditiohal' Christianity • was rll-tased :hnd ho H o w  bnt he re
alized that life was rdiffionlt without the firm foundation . , 
of Christianity on which man could hase his action, thoughts

' In his poem Dover Beach he manifests his sorrow for the 
movement of mankind away from faith,.

He expresses the loss of belief in traditional Christ
ianity in his poem Ubermann.  ̂ ' '

■ - . . how he is. dead» Far hence he lies.
\ , In.- the lorn Syrian towns' . • ’

And oh his grate, with.shiningyeyes, : t ' : The Syrian stars- look downs :■ A;;:-. : ; '
' : - in :vain men still, with hoping newHe gar d his death-plaee dumb, .
p. • And say the stone is ft̂ t yet to, ‘ ■ . ■ J■' ; : And wait for words to ,come. : . • t-

' The loneliness which Arhold saw in the man of the modern 
age was the result of man’s lost faith in a cosmic order and 
liberty and. equality seemed to have denied fraternity pro
ducing the individualism of the new social order* The modern 
man, forced.to rely upon his intellect,"to analyse-sclenti- ' 
fically,all phases of life does not find the results grati- 
fying*;: ^; : ■ ' //-t ' - u- /: " V  f c' wf : \ ' d

in Stanzas from La Gran# Chartreuse, he bewails his ed
ucation in naturalism which had deprived him of the comforting



solidity of Christianity but had put. nothing -in its place 
so that he was. to wander between two worlds, one dead, the■ 
other powerless: to be born"« • ; " - '

' From. Goethe, the most liaportant of those , "masters of 
the mind"he had received this naturalism, this; spirit of d. ■ 
questioning from Withih of accepted beliefs. Thus he rejec- 

.. ted traditional -Christianity because it insisted on externdl 
wauthority, .belief inthe infallibility of the Church and the 
Bible» Therefore he could not condone the belief in miracles 
and prophecy,'ahd the proving, of the truth of Christianity 
from internal evidence by, the exercise of metaphysics be- v. 
cause this was all beyond the realm' of contemporary human 

. experience0 . ' y . ■
■ . Thus, he accepted the. dissolving spirit of naturalism
but saw that: it would produce anarchy unless properly guidedc 
He extolled Sainte-Beuve’S criticism 'as the applieatioh. of .
• the method of science; to human life. If man could by. this 
'method:of questioning- all things objectively discover the ; •
-.truth.of his own human nature, he would achieve perfection '
- in taste, 'thought and action because he would ; be guided by •; 
right reason, f eltyfrom within„. .This process of self-discov- ; 
ery and its transcendent 'result s was: included'by Arnold in ' - 
the term cultureo.; Culture according to Arnold, consists in 
the development of all .sides of human nature 3 integrated so .
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. as harmoniously to form a •unitary boing« Thus -he believed 
'that religion was of great importance' as a guide to our con™
; duct but that the undue stress on morality to - the exclu- 
' si on of beauty and,knowledge would blind one to the ugliness 
. and :'cQhtented /ignorahce. of . ;one8 s life ,: -

•Arnold deplored the' trend away from religious faith 
in England, around 1870 and he attributed this to the.:attacks 
of the scientists and atheists on the fallacies and legends 
of the Bible3 and to the neglect of the Ohurchmen to impart 
the true spirit of religion to the people,by indulging in 
the fruitless exercise of argument on the interpretation 
of the Bible. Arnold states that the.Bible should be in
terpreted as literature not as a scientific text.book and 
that it ms a classic on the moral side of human nature,

■He thought that .the ideal of Christian morality was 
positive,- that Christianity can give us: nthe.emotion and in 
spiration: needful '.f or carrying the sage along the narrow . 
way perfectly, for carrying the ordinary man along it at all 

Arnold believed that God actually existed and defined
him as""the stream of tendency by which all things fulfill26 ; ■-C V
the law of their being'L . This definition has the advam-
tage of being a verifiable fact and also does not involve

. - 25o Lo Trilling, Matthew Arnold, p .221 ■ - . :
26. Ho Shafer, .Christianity and Naturalism9 b. 162



us in pretences which are vulnerable to disputation« The 
fuller life and a sense of .peace, is' derived from being right
eous and this is embodied in Jesus? teaching of self-renounce
ment o :  ̂ - : J: / % - ' : . _ "Z .

: Arnold- said in literature and. Dogma that the way of 
'’Jesus 'was'' the onlyvway .ts: righteousness o . : / ' - ;1 , ■ - ; ■.

One of the maih . ideas set' for th in Arnold * s Culture '
■ and Anarchy was the counselling of the subordination of our. 
material wants to our spiritual desires9 and that the prac- • • 
tice of. religion was the highest achievement of man8s Intel-

lect-J :: v f f ' . .V'-. y'; v'- :
He considered charity and.purity the most'representa

tive virtues of Christianity 0■ He believed that the spirit : . 
of- self-sacrifice, as ppersnnified in the life of Jesus was 
an inspiring example to a world corrupt with moral stagnation«

Arnold jwas paradoxical in that'he; eonsidered religion : 
one of • the . component .parts of culture which he proposed as - 
a substitute for traditional Christianity» He felt that re- . 
ligidn was no longer a dominant force in menIs lives and
that the force which was shaping .the future.-was lay in char
acter, .: .
' Arnold cannot say that Christianity is' tftie even thotigb 

he; praised it for its truth, its highest moral, law. its na- , 
turalness, its beauty, and for its poetry serving the high- - 
est good. . .' ' h : '

M l



He differentiated:: between, worship and prayer3 a dis
tinction not usually;made"by Protestants» He stated' that 
religion was divided into twoparts/ the one which appealed 
to the mind, and that which appealed to the emotions. He -: 
considered that, the latter part which is encompassed in the\ 
idea of worship is inextricably related to tradition, ri
tual., and pageantry, and should Se-greghrious in its per-. 
forrnanoe.He predicted ' that Catholicism would survive be
cause of the -elements: of poetry in its ritual. .

He felt that" poetry will eventually take the place of 
religion and thence it follows that it will become religious 
This power will be in proportion to the truth and serious
ness of its Criticism of life. The highest, poetic quality

27 ...t
he eonSidered the “grand style” .and the oharaeteristie of
this .criterion seemed to be sadness or melancholy. _
" Santayana, charged Arnold with being a dilettante of re-

d/-:: / - , : A : t 'At :, 28 ;
ligions, ’’a connoisseur of Christianity11, a modernist
who. loved Christianity even as he perceived it a fable.

" In substituting.culture for, traditional Christianity,
Arnold did hot offer a cohcrete, coherent plan to follow.
:His ideal was a culture purified of its smugness and!levity
and imbued with the inspiration of 'religion',; although he
failed to define how this state was to be'achieved. ' :



Despite his vagueness and inconsistenciess Arnold’s 
aim was the spiritual perfection of humanity and his.aim 
Was essentially religiouso ■ H"owdyer?: the source for this 
ideal of perfection was traditional Christianity which he 
was constrained by his naturalism to repudiate,and thus his 
ideal had.to be transferred to some naturalistic theory of 
life o ' • ; ' - ■ .

Shafer.criticizes Arnold’s optimistic attitude toward 
•society and states that Arnold no doubt realized the fallacy 
of it but that he offered no effective path toward the spir
itual perfection which was’ his ideal0 . .

Arnold insisted that absolute Justice, beauty, and 
truth could be realized within the/limits of earthly life, 
but he was mistaken in believing that he could construct 
a naturalistic theory of life based on values derived from 
traditional Christianity* '

A Although Arnold had experienced a religious disillu
sionment in his youth, he nevertheless’remained profoundly 
religious throughout his life and sought to prevent the 
trend away from religion in the last half of the.nineteenth 
century by. applying.the techniques of naturalism to Christi
anity. He envisioned in his concept of the term culture a 
harmonious union of naturalism and Christianity. He- was 
unable to effect this agreement because of the opposing



natures of the two ideologies=
Thus, although Arnold vras vague and paradoxical about . 

the path .humanity should follow, he- had made a sincere 
effort to promote a return to true religion by advocating 
an individual critical attitude, toward life by means of 
a new interpretation of culture„

Arnold ahd Sainte=Beuve both experienced at an early 
age the stunning effect- of the questioning attitude of ; - 
science on their religipus beliefs> ' '

. Sainte-Beuve saw as Arnold that the fundamental prin
ciple of Christianity was the renunciation of self and the 
worldo Sainte-Beuve avowed that he could not accept it 3 
not only because of his skepticism but because of a tragic 
weakness of willo He wrote in I63h to Barber-’. . ' ■

• Heligieusementet spirituellement, je souffre 
aussi de 1} absence de la. foi, de regies .fixes et 
de pdlesr j’ai le sentiment de ees choses, mais 
je n’ai pas ces choses meme.s., at bien des raisons ' s*y opposent.29 ,

Both, men had subjected traditional doctrines to a cri
tical intellectual, examination and concluded that there was 
something lacking although they realized that Christianity 
possessed qualities of which man stood in need» Sainte-

29o Jo BonnerotgOorrespondance de Sainte-Bemve,11,p.99



Bemre expressed M s  melancholy regret for M s  long: absent 
- f aith: wben̂ ^̂  B^ . wrb ta - in 1B39 : oh the ; sands- of Aigues-Mortes: '■

' Mon anie est pareille a ces 'plages ou 1? on hit \ : .
que Saint hortte s’ est embarque j :la mer; et la foi- : - 
se sent depnis longtenips $, helas’ retirees., et f.v 

- e8 est tout si parfois, a travers les sables, sous • :
.. ; ' I’aride chaleur ou le: froid mistral, je trouve un ̂  ' . .
■: instant a m ? asseoir a Is ombre d1 tin- rare tamarin> ̂
Arnold expressed this same feeling of lonely depression as
:%e have seen in a - strikinglysimilar metaphor : In ;his !pee^ ;
"Dover .Beachf» :gg . ̂ ■ • .k: - v\ k ; : - v k. 'f k'f

Although both men hadkperoeived a lack in Christianity,
neither.could offer a valid" substitute for it or.produce an
addition to it that would/be a fundamental Improvement» ' k k

iirnold. optimistically considered that the most prae- k .
tical substitute vms in his conception of the term culture„
However,/ he "presented a paradox when he tried• .to"’'effeet in
culture a marriage between two diametrically opposed ideol-
ogles,' Christianity' Ohd' naturalisms^; : "I" ;
. Sainte-Beuve hoped father than believed" that' Selenee '
"would recreate man and he"was.hot deceived as Arnold by.the
Substitutes for Christianity such as"the- religions of progress;
and human!ty«;:



In the concluding chapter we shall see in what manner 
these great changes were reflected in the new techniques 
of criticism applied by these two leading critics of the
nineteenth centurys and in what respect Arnold’s criticism 
was influenced by Sainte-Beuve»



T m ^ # 0 m i # E 8  #'''0EITIGI8M OF :
aaiM-Bstirp jam jmNOLD; ; • , '. :

. Bainte^Beuve ';W I8O4 just at the opening of .
the nineteenth century during which occurred tremendous so
cial transformations of a spiritual, political, and econo- . 
mic nature,due; in great .part to the advent. of science c :

. These changes were reflected in the.literature of the 
century in the revolt' against the restraining hOnds of ■' - 
French classicisffl hy the romantic- school at the (heginndng- n't. 
of the century, followed.by the more .extensive departure ■ ' 
from tradition by' the. realistic and the naturalistic schools 

Sainte-Beuve quickly perceived as a young mbn the' signi 
ficance of these important trends in history,since .he had 
tbeeh'taught; by’ some of the most advanced philosophers and 
scientists in Frahce^and he soon came into1 contact with, and 
was .influenced by,..the:, importantimnvements of the first 
half ;bf the ̂ nineteenth cehturyl- " \ ' yt; . ' f . v t
. .. . In his literary criticism.he applied the newtprinciples 
of sclence while at.the same time he was guided by the stan
dards', derived from. :his- Classical learning. He endeavored 
to exercise'in'his'criticism'a control on:the;excesses of



his contemporaries, the romanticists and the naturalists, 
somewhat in the manner of "Boileatt, the arbiter of the age 
of French classicism, in the seventeenth century,

Sainte-Beuve8 s modesty is apparent throughout his ex
tensive work, W„F„ Qiese eulogizes this quality in the 
following selection: '

He treats his reader as his equal. He car
ries his unique gifts with unconscious lightness 
and unpretending ease, as if he were habitually 
unaware of them, • Sainte-Beuye, save when he stoops, 
to gossip, or when he is in an unusual ill-humor, ; 
is in spirit the very model of the gentleman of let- 

■ ters, hospitable to all excellence and charitable 
to shortcomings. He has an instinctive feeling that all loud affirmation.and gestieulant emphasis 
are hostile to the amenity which alone can make lit- : 
erary discussion worthy of the literature that in- 

. spires i t -  ■ , . . " ;
His poetized prose matured to become simple, natural, and
classic with the result that his criticism was headable. He-
realized that the public has to be persuaded, that" fact t
and reason do not rule the world, that men must be lured into
an acceptance of either by. an added grace which is art, -
His use of imagery was a result of his association with the
romantic school. He employed it with delicate tact and taste

His manner was fundamentally serious but permeated with
lightness of wit proceeding from an exquisitely sensitive
taste. Thus, it achieved balance escaping the solemnity



of Scherer and Brunotiere and the frivolity of France and 
Jules Lemaitre. He possessed the
' ideal critical manner: a light and lively tone,the lightness and liveliness being intrinsic rather 

than superficial, combined with unfailing solidfty 
of c o n t e n t x
He realized that literary criticism had to undergo 

changes in order to keep pace with the modifications taking 
place in the.world, hut even while adapting his criticism 
he retained the polished style and humanistic taste of the 
old rhetorical type of critic0 On this revolutionary change 
in the teohnigue of criticism he wrote:

It is hecause we are in the presence of a new 
world and a new public, no longer of a circle of 
studious lovers of literature, responsive to the 
finest and most fugitive impressions - It.is be- 

i;cause of this that the critic must reforge his 
"weapons and must employ more positive methods of 
research, in order to meet the demands of' readers v; . 
who are more and more positive in their insistence 
on results in all things»3

It was probably Sainte-Beuve*s.own positive demand for 
the exact truth that led him to consider the old' rhetorical 
criticism inadequate <>

He expanded the range of criticism by multiplying his
toric sidelights and his native talent for seeing the close-, 
ly knit relationships of life and literature led him to treat 
author and book inseparably0 However, he considered the

2o VoFo G-iese, opoCit. ,p.32 
3o WoFo G-iese, op.cit. ,p.l76



final secret of genius elusive, stating that the critic can 
only clarify the outline of genius'=■ ;■

•-Although he had introduced physiology into criticism, 
he protested against its overemphasis in using it to explain 

' genius o ; He criticized the pseudo-science in Taine.’s Histoire 
de La Lliterature Anglaise^even though he acknowledged that 
his theory of 8,1.& race,:le milieu, et le moment” had its 
foundations in classical antiquity= As a scientist he rea
lized its limitationso

. During his association with Tictor Hugo and the_other' 
romanticists, his taste was broadened and he became more 
mature = His contact with, the artists probably suggested 
%:the idea of the literary portraits to him, and in creating 
them he equalled without- imitating his more famous contempor
aries. . - r

..His greatest.contribution to criticism was his use of . 
the historic and biographic elements and in the large place 
he gave to character painting. His employment of physiology 
was secondary. •

In his study of the man behind the book, Sainte-Beuve
overlooked nothing.in order to discover the beginning, nle

> 4premier eve11 des vocations”. He knew that fundamentally

~ " 4° Mo D'eroy, Tie de Sainte-Beuve, p.22



man does not change and for that reason he attached much 
importance to facts and emotions reverting to childhood.

Sainte-Beuve’s criticism was primarily a kind of biogra
phy centered in psychologic portraiture and secondarily that 
of a scholar analyzing a book as a work of art or as an em
bodiment of ideas.

He had an innate taste for interpretatW biography which 
reveals his fondness for the vital and concrete as opposed 
to the pale abstractions of the intelligence.

He limited his biographical study to a few items which 
revealed the character of the man and the color of his times® 

His truthful portraits humanized the authors and thus 
paid them just homage. •

The secret, of his. genius and one of the main reasons 
for his survival was his ability to create, with his imagin
ation of a hovelist,word portraits of such vitality that 
they equal the vividness of the fictional characters invented 
by the realists such as Balzac, Stendhal and Flaubert.

Without ever disobeying the dictates of truth, he has, 
alone among the critics', succeeded in accomplishing the feat 
of blending realism and romanticism which assures him a high 
rank among the creative artists of the nineteenth century.

His portraits have lasted because of the realistic 
erudition on which they were based. He diagnosed every fact
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and was untiring in M s  researcho .
However his erudition did not beoome pedantic but was 

the background for his criticism in that he respected the 
fact. f o Y e t . if the truth could be acquired by the finer 
processes of insight, he employed this technique. An author’ 
favorite word was to him often the key to his character.

Sainte-Beuve showed the influence of naturalism on his 
criticism when he stated that he wished to aid in the devel
opment of a natural science of minds. He confided this 
thought to paper about 1852. ’’J? herborise, je suis un natur-
aliste des ©sprits*- Ce que je voudrais constituer, c'est

'"'' z ■ 5 ■ ■; ■ ' : • ..l^histoire naturelle litteraife.'b
In his gallery of portraits he has presented an explan

ation. of the human soul^combining find judgement as a moral
ist in the tradition of La Rochefoucauld and La Bruyere with 
the accuracy of the scientific approach of the ideologists.

In one of his essays on Chateaubriand, he describes his 
:naturalistic approach to the study of an author, a method 
which he considered an important factor in judging a work 
because a man is reflected in his writing:

On ne saurait s'y prendre de trop de fagons et 
■ par trop de bouts pour connaitre un homme , e ’ est- ■ 
a-dire autre chose qu’un par esprit. Tant qu’on 
ne s$est pas adressS sur un auteur un certain nombre

- 5. P.L. Ill, p .546 .
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de questions et quson n 8y a pas repondu, ne fut- 
oe que pour soi seul et tout M s ? on n'est pas 
site de le tenir tout entier, quand meme ces ques- 
tions sembleraient le plus ■§trangeres a la nature 
de ses ecritsr - Q,ue pensait-il en religion? Com
ment <3tait - il affec.te du spectacle de la nature?Comment se comportait - il sug 1 ’article, des femmes? 
sur I8article de I8argent? - jStait - il riche, •
Stait - il pauvre?-Q,uel etait son regime 5 quelle 
sa maniBre journaliere de vivre? etc, - Enfin, quel 
' it ait son vice ou son faible? Tout homme en a un,. 

v Aucune des r^ponses a ces questions n 8est indlffer- 
ente pour juger l 8 auteur d8un livre et le livre 
lui-mSme, si ce livre.n,est pas un traits de geo- 
metrie pure, si c8est surtout un ouvrage litter- 
aire, c8est - fit - dire ou il entre de tout»b.
Sainte-Beuve said that in writing on a given author he 

pays him a visit as it were, and in this arrangement he is 
a critic of comprehension, courteous, sympathetic, open to 
impressions. This is contrasted with the criticism of judge
ment in which the author visits the critic and as his guest
he is obliged to conform more or less to his standards«

Sainte-Beuve8s talent was to point steadily in the dir
ection of an objective and judicial criticism rather than to 
formulate a judgement and enforce it in the manner of Boileau0 
f!His thought adapts itself to the matter; it does not like 
Taine8 s adapt the matter to itself .88̂

. Although the judicial aspect was a subordinate aspect of
Sainte-Beuve8s criticism, it came into view when he wished

b. NoL., III, p.28
7o W.S1. Giese, op.cit., p .$8
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to smpport' or defend genius, 'Even though eontinuing to ;
- be basically impressionistic 3 after I84O ̂ hia criticism . p:';
\ / became More judicial iĥ  ̂#  In the last decade of his

career, in his Nouveau^ lundis, his tone became firm and at
• times more peremptory, : : : : ' ̂  ; '
;i* ;. ' 'v The: friendly advocate of the romantic period became a;:
■ judge guided: by -his standards of'; Hellenism and inherent good

. -taste. He. appraises in retrospect his development as a ; ■ :
.critic -in his article en::Berangeri • : ' ■' ■
.. . Jeuneje mSlais aux Portraits que je faisais ■ .

; : vdes’ poetes beaucoup dfaffection et de 1 ’enthousiasme s . ■
■ ' je ne m 1 en repens pas.;- j ’ y mettais meme -un pen Se:; :: -

. . : ' / t eohnlvenCe o - iujourd \ hui - je n ’ y mats rien, j e. 17 avoue 
; . pur un sincere d^sir de voir et de montrer les choses

.; et -les personnes telles qu’elles:sent, telles du
-1 ': .moins: dulen ee moment . elles me paraissent : .
'-: : Sainte-Beuve considered the central virtue of the- cri-
tie the detached and universally curious Spirit of his mas
ter Beyle., but his disinterestedness was superior to vBayle Ss; . 
because it.,was, hot primarily .indifferent =- : He reads each :v; 
author v/ith a sympathetic understanding, allowing him to .■
. speak for himself and reserving judgement« He cautioned ■; a . 
1 against /unrestricted admiration. ' a f:. ;

. Is.a man:of taste - whiGh Bayle in his supreme ; 
indifference, could not be - Sainte-Beuve has de- 
cided preferences and rejectionsHe chooses, there-■:; ■ , ;f or e': he j u d g e  s .'9 -: : : . .



His adaptabilityg M s  ability to transform himself in
to the personality of the person studied, was one. of his 
talents. He analyzed this power of metamorphosis:

tout hoiDiB-8 d’esprit, d?esprit rompu et mobile quand il prend la plume pour correspondre, est un 
peu oomme Aioibiade. et rev^t plus on moins les ,n huanoes de la personne laquelle il .s’ adresse, u
In studying an author he applies the scientific approach 

by establishing" the network of relativity between the author 
and his work; between the author in turn and his family, race 
and age; and then between the age and\the preceding age in 
ever widening circles. In seeking to account for a literary 
product in terms of natural causes he particularizes rather 
than generalizes as did Taine,

■He was a literary critic but criticism for him was only 
a pretext, an occasion to increase his knowledge on:the human
mind in general. It was of little importance to him what the
person portrayed contributed to literature, politics or'to 
the art of war,- - . 'v.

Comment 1 ’ homme., chargS d?heredltSs diverses, 
perse, cree, se conduit parmit les circonstances, voil& oe qu’il oherche, bien plus qu’a formaler 
un jugement proprement litt6raire; il a une Arne de
sociologue, dfhistorien et de moralists; et il s'en
. rendait compte: !5La litterature, la production lit- 
teraire .n’ est point pour moi distincte on du mo ins 

• separable du reste de 1’homme et del*organisation; 
je amis gouter une oeuvre, mais il m*est difficile 
de la juger Ind^pendamment de la connaissance de



1fiaomme ■ memei et je dirals Yolontiers; tel 
artore , ■ tel'fruit <,= L 1 Stude litteraire.me mene aussi tout naturellement d1 I’S-tu&e aoraletfi
Sainte-Beuve’s primary interest was in the individual,• 

and the ■ persong s genius,̂  the pretext for the portrait," was 
often incidental. Thus his portraits were not confined to 
great men or even to literary men. This revealed a wide 
range of interest0

He explained his flair ibr recreating obscure or minor 
personages in the following selection opening an article 
on Madame deCharriere, friend of Benjamin Constants

En chois1ssant avee predilection des noms pen 
eonnus ou deja outlies, et hors de la grande route 
battue, nous obSissons a Ce gout de coeur et de 
fantaisie gui fait produire a d'autres, plus heureux 
d* imagination, tant de nouvelles et de romans. Seu- 
lement nos personnages, a nous, n'ont rien de oree,
■ mSme guand ils semblent les plus imprevus. lls sont
vrais, ils ont existS; ils nous co&tent moins a in-
venter,.mais non pas moins peut-etre a retfouver, a ' d 
Studier et a deer ire
Sainte-BeuveJs talent lay in recreating the individual, 

making the personality live. He possessed, an instinctive 
faculty for reading character and he regarded literature as 
a medium for the study of human nature.

Sainte-Beuve had always a sane, a temperate,;and 
a dignified conception of human nature . . . . He.Views 
it in its finer atavars with an expectant awe and won
der , concerned at its failures,: rejoicing at its 
achievements, its free and soaring flights, and i*bs

■ .11 o M. Eeroy,' Vie de Sainte-Beuvey p. 168
12c Mo -Leroy, Wpocit. p0i7i .



: sutilime .po.t-encies o: T-M-s is the attitude of the 
humanist.^3 , ' .
He admits his interest in the works of the authors.is sub

ordinate to his interest in their minds:
v Habitue'eoinme je le suis et enolin par nature 
a etudier surtout les individus* et ainsi fait moi- , 
meme qua la fgrme des esprits et le caractere des / auteurs me preoceupent encore plus q.ue le butt des 
outrages, = . = o-1* .
There is a quality of universality in his work in that

his moral observations are applicable to mankind of all times.
This quality has led Haguet and others to compare him closely
to Montaigne in that his Lundis are a unique, comprehensives
and rich picture of the nineteenth century made by one who
was not only a talented man of letters but also a person who
had experienced a varied and colorful life.
; •• • In this striving for the expressive 9 Sainte-Beuve

is at the very heart of the nineteenth century. Beau
ty of form seemed to him the prerogative of the an-. cients. Interest, curiosity, the faithful and various 
rendering of everything that goes oh under our eyes without any preoccupation with the ideal, he looked 
upon as belonging rather to the moderns.15

" Bainte-Beuve sought in his. criticism to effect a truce 
. between the ancients and the moderns even though he considered 
the classic writers superior to the modern. : .

Sdmond Scherer, one of his outstanding contemporaries in 
the field of criticism, wrote that the Lundis were one of the

13. W.H. "G-'iese,- op. cit. , p% 188
14.. H.L.1Z, p. 180 ~ " ™
i-5v> d.'o' Babbitt, op . cit. p .147



most extraordinary books that literary history holds in mera- • 
ory. ’ He- ;eoBtinues> t : -  : V' :
.7- v The work is as astonishing by its extent as by

:■ the yaxiety of its subj ects; as prodigious hy ..the i 
. . labor that gave it Mrth as by, the talent shown in it,
■ ' Everything is here: ancients and. contemporaries, the 

most serious by the side of the most frivolous, for-7. signers as well as french, prose.and poetry,; elo'thence 
. and history; Bourdaloue and d} Ague's seau elbow Musset 
et ;:Parhy :moreowr'»..jyaht: orlg^ research, use.:of . : v 77:

documents, curious digging into unexplored domains; 
and furthermore, a marvelous exactitude< It needed • ; 
personal acquaintance with Sainte-Beuve to reveal the 
almost morbid importance he attached to the spelling 
of a proper name, to a reference, to a date. He must 
see everything with his own eyes, verify everything.

' He hadtt religion, of letters. ° f -
Sainte-Beuve'summed up his high regard for literature in the
following: " • / '
; ::Be; pas avoir le sentiment des Lettres, cela, '

• ehez ies anciens, voulait dire ne. pas avoir le -sen
timent de la vertu, de la gloire, de la grace, de 
la beaut6, en un. mot de tout ce qu’il y a de veri- 
tablement divin sur la terre: que ce soit la encore. 
,notre: symbole.-7 . 7 S-: ; ; - ̂  ̂ ■ - 7 : ; . -

•1; : v, Bainte^Beuye -may be .considered as: representatiy'e of;.; the. 
nineteenth century in his applloatibn Of science to literary ' 
criticism. , . However;, ; his . balanced taste guided Tby his humanis- 
tie studies: led him to exercise; caution in the use of■ this new 
.tool7 His interpretation of/the use of.science in literary 
criticism was to stress the historical and biographical ele
ments while relegating the physiological element to a



subordinate positiono .
In bis word portraits be blended poetry and science, 

tbus, combining tbe romantic and tbe realistic in sucb a 
manner as to disguise tbe solid erudition wbicb was omni
present as tbe back-bone of bis writing-o

He considered himself a "naturalist of minds” and his 
study of literature and history was a means of penetration 
to the man behind the book, a key to open the door of the - 
human mind. Thus, he achieved a quality of universality 
in his union of the scientific and the moral in his obser
vations on the human soulo'

In maintaining an objective and disinterested position 
- in regard to the works and men he studied, his criticism 
was impressionistic in tone rather than judicial; suggesting 
rather than imposing "judgement.

We now turn to study the criticism of Matthew Arnold, . 
the devoted friend, admirer, and disciple of Sainte-Beuve.



' . Arnold’s.criticism, was characterized by an unbounded 
charityo He. could find something to praise even in the most 
immature and unpretending efforts. He became an arbitrary 
judge when he perceived immorality accompanying intellectual 
defects in a work. ; '

His criticism was a blend of lucidity, courage, and seren 
ity. In his criticism of books, as in his criticism of life, 
he aimed first at lucidity, which enabled him to see things 
as they really are. .He voiced his judgement courageously 
even though it frequently ran counter to prejudice or tradi
tion. \ . ’v .. ' ’ • -V •

He was rather harsh in judging his contemporaries but he 
was often misinterpreted, and misunderstood.: In this regard
he wrote to a Mr. Campbell in 1864;

I do not think Tennyson a great and powerful spir
it in any line, as Goethe was in the line of modern 
thought, Wordsworth in that of contemplation, Byron 
even in that of passion; and unless a poet, especially a poet at this time of day, is that, my interest 
in him is only slight and my conviction that he will, 
hot finally stand high is firm.
He did not counsel the poets to limit their choice of 

subjects to.Greek and Roman antiquity, but to great actions 
throughout history. He wrote;

The modern world is the widest and richest mater
ial ever offered to the artist; but the moulding and representing power of the artist is not, or has not

IV H.W. Paul, ■Matthew Arnold, p.73



yet become (in my\ opinion) commensurate with M s  
materials M s  mundus representandus» This ade
quacy of the artist to his world, this command of the latter by him, seems to me to be what consti- 
tues a first-class poetic epoch, and to distinguish it from such an epoch as our own; in. this sense., the Homeric and Elizabethan poetry seems to me of , •a superior class to ours, though the world represent •? ted by it was far less full and significant,2
It is strange that Arnold had so little esteem for his

contemporaries in England and the reason was not envy or jea-
loucd#. for _these passions were foreign to his nature.o This
prejudice did not apply to foreigners, He idolized Sainte- •
Beuve» . - . ■. ■ • " - ' ;-

He considered the literature of the Age of Pericles in
.Greece as modern and.preeminently adequate because the Greeks"
of this period were; ; 'A ' . '

intellectually mature n -= willing to judge by 
reason, to observe - facts wi th a critical spirit • and to search for the law of things ô  -''
His critical work developed:

the nature of the full and healthy life of the ' spirit, the conception of literature as no mere ornament of life -s but one of its prime instruments,- the recognition that literature depends not upon 
. the effort of the Individual, but upon the effort 

of a whole society.4 ' .
Arnold accepted Goethe's naturalism, the questioning 

spirit, but he deplored the religious, aesthetic and intellec
tual anarchy it had produced. He wished to alleviate this

2. G. W. E . Hussell, Matthew. Arnold, pp. 32-33
3. L. Trilling, op. cit., p; 165 '
4. Ibid, p. 166
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situation "by imparting a new direction to natxiralismo He ■’be
lieved that he perceived the solution in Sainte-Beuve’s na
turalistic criticism; ”That was the method of knowledge, and 
knowledge, or science, was the key to life,”5

He, felt that science,'in the widest sense of the word, 
would become more of a power in the world and that those 
.nations, and men who had carried their intellectual life the 
farthest, would be in the vanguard.

He stated that it was his purpose to enlighten the Eng
lish people on this modern.spirit and he devoted,much of his /' 
writing 'toward that end. . >

Shafer suggests that Arnold Relieved A i' I b "Sainte- 
Beuve8 s-’ ofiticism was the. application of the method of science 
to human ■life., enabling men to see human nature as In itself 
it.really is”.0 Arnold continues oh this theme stating that 
"once man knew the truth of his. human nature",^ his conduct
would be exemplary because he would be guided by the %uthor-

. V ' • gity of right reason, felt from within".
In his great essay The Function of Criticism at the

Present Time, Arnold states that one of the main qualities of
criticism is its. disinterestedness, that it espouses no cause

5o R„ Shafer, 0£. oit., p. I73 - ••
6. RdW. Shafer, op.cit. p. 174 -
?. Ibid., p. 174
8. Ibid., p. 174



except that of truth and the general welfare of man, that Its
purpose is: -

simply to know the best that is known and thought :- - throughout the world, and by in turn making this Q 
known,, to create a current of true and fresh ideas = 9
Arnold considered that disinterestedness could be ach

ieved "by a free play of the mind, and by the avoidance of 
ulterior considerations, political, social or r e l i g i o u s " . ^0

His great and distinguishing merit as a critic v. was that he had a theory, that he regarded his sub
ject as a whole, that he could not merely give rea
sons for his opinions, but show that they were some
thing more than opinions, that they were the deliberate judgements of a trained intelligence working upon; a - systematic order of ideas o-11
Arnold found criticism that is purely ort mainly the 

expression of judgement unsatisfactory. -That type of cri
ticism in which the judgement "almost insensiblyy forms it
self in a fair and clear mind, along with, fresh knowledge. 
he considered valuable. Thus he.envisioned the function of 
a critic to be that of a "companion and clue”’*"̂ rather than 
• that 'of a ■ "Taw-giver"^, and that he should make it his. gen
eral practice to be impersonal, disinterested.

1 Arnold wished.to propagate the disposition of disinter
estedness by means of literature and one of the outstanding

9. Trilling, Matthew Arnold, p. 20410. H» W * Paul, op. cit., p.78 " ■
11. ; Ibid., p  . 7 8  —  : :
12. i i i.A. Brown, Matthew Arnold, p. 99 
13o Ibid. p. 9914. : T E H .  p. 9 9



examples of this writing is. found in his essay The Study of
Poetry in: whieh. he make s a plea for a , ■ "; ■; ;-

,1 real estimate'* of a poem, not an estimate growing :-
. . out Of any speeial appeal the poem may have for :
, ; one’s OTm’peculiar disposition nor an estimate af-

feetod by ahy"opinion one may hold of the importance v v of the poem in the evolution of a form or; an at- ■
titude, but rather an estimate ;growing out of a per- .

' cepfion of its absolute, and unchanging beauty and/ ' ■ truth = ̂5 : ■ ; h'>' r _ ? :V ■ , ■ . ■; : b p . b  • : ■ p.'
• His coneeption-of the humanitarian aspect of criticism

may be assumed from: the following: = . :, p; . ;
p ; ;As ;:a: critiche.:;.conceived it his function to ; stimulate the flow of.fresh ideas and he held that V 

/ ■the.problem of great 'art .was not only an aesthetic P.
problem but also a social one. As an artist, no

• less than a.puritan, Arnold was driven into social

• p He urged critics to exercise detachment in performing 
phis, function, ;to concentrate on ideas rather than to occupy 
themselves with their practical^results and' applications. :
Be believed that the true critic should remain aloof from all 
movements in order to teach men truth and reason., , \p 
: In His book Literatureand;Dogma/consideredthe Bible.as a 
literary classic and as such part of culture’S Search for the 
hest;vand its effort "tô -make the-;bestvprevail.b P.' - "P P , '•

In' addition to presenting his own opinion On literature
in the Assays in Griticism, he had the intention po impart 't
Phe;principles, of .Criticism po:'his1'readers, eveh . P-

15. . H , Kb ; BroWn, op. cite: p. 159 Pv ■ . . ; : 'P : h; :
16 c ,:B? B c  iippinCott,. Victorian Critics of Democracy, ̂ p 6104
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though he did not always himself consistently follow these 
principleso ' ; ' :

One .critical lesson that Arnold constantly taught was 
that history should he viewed in the light.of a detached 
reasonj that institutions must be submitted to an evaluation 
in order to determine whether they have outlived their use- 
fulnesso ' - ' ' '

Arnold desired to move toward a . new manner of thought 
which would be impartial and objectivewitht a new manner of 
speech to express this thought« This was the ideal he ©stab 
lished for the rejuvenation of English criticism.

' Trilling states that one of the reasons for Arnold’s 
success was his manner and style.

He writes: ' . ■ .
Arnold had a manner and a style father new to ;. 

England and perfectly adapted to the art of cri
ticism - elegant yet sinewy, colloquial yet re- ■ served, copl yet able to glow in Warmth, careful' b 
never to .flare into heat.*1-?.
He continues in a description of Arnold’s biographical 

approach to the study of an author: ■
. = <» with this sbyle went a. biographical talent , 
nicely suited to the critical purpose, not so 
brilliant and dramatic as to overshadow the lit- . 
erary evaluation, but alert to the tone and. in
flection of personality, able, by reference to 
these,,to illustrate the spiritual meaning of 
style.



■ It might be assumed then that. Arnold had been influ
enced greatly by Sainte-BeuTe in this biographical approach 
to. criticism., that he had acquired this scientific method 
from him. It was - not to such a large extent the systematic 
“science”1  ̂of Taine as it was an objective and impartial 
curiosity* However,/ Sainte-Beuve stopped at curiosity and 
his skepticism prevented him from going.further * Arnold 
perceived in the. scientific, method a medium for social better
ment o '

Style, biographical talent, the scientific attitude were 
but component parts'"of -Arnold^s literary point of view, that 
literature is a criticism of life o

He considered criticism the instrument to discover and 
evaluate the best of the ideas which promote the advance of 
democracyo ' . ' -

The.purpose of Arnold’s criticism was dual in that he 
wished to effect a union of rationalism and faith. He con- 
sidered poetry the highest expression of the imaginative 
reason, a criticism of life- He-saw in poetry a.means of 
aiding us.to lead a better- life- .

Arnold established as a criterion of excellence in lit
erature, “the grand style".2° He is not precise in defining 
it, but he does tell us that it is the style that arises in 
poetry “when a noble nature, poetically gifted, treats with

19- Bo Trilling, djb.eit. 'p. 191
20- Ibid- p- 173 ~  -



. 21 simplicity or severity a serious subject»M Homer9 in
Arnold’s estimation possessed this quality,,

Arnold’s work was characterized by the quality implied 
in the Latin word gravitas, a serene, self-controlled condition 
of■mindo However, this element of seriousness was balanced 
by a vein of sparkling vfit and courteous satire „ This con
trasts' with the deeper note of pathos which is seldom far 
below the-surfaceo

He was full of compassion as well as of amusement, 
and the combination produces^that close touch with 
readers, who did not know him,, as if an old and intimate friend were talking,’22;

- . - Arnold’s, poetry was-,a search for the spiritual lacks uf . 
of modern life; his criticism was a moral interpretation of 
literature as a means for social and political reorganization^ 

.Matthew Arnold had his limitations as a critic, but at 
his best he was original, penetrating, lucid, sympathetic, 
and justA . i "

21* L 0 Trilling, op.cit. pti 173 
22« Jo Kelman, opoCit„ p„ 119



; G o m m s i m  - :
In eomparing Sainte-BetiTe and Arnold,: it7- has been the 

endeavor of this ibnesis to sliow the many-parallels that may 
be drawn between tAe lives, opinionfeand critical techniques • 
of these two famous men of letters; with the-final purpose 
of bringing into-view the influence of Sainte-Beuve -on Arnold’s 
critical technique« :-

Sainte-Beuve and Arnold had experienced during the form
ative years of their early yoUth, the disconcerting action of 
the questioning spirit of science on their religious faith 
and their direction of thought, 1 &■ : :f 1' A: :

Sainte-Beuve although he felt the lack of the guiding  ̂
hand of faith, became reconciled to. a'life of melancholy skep
ticism convinced that a deep religious f eeling was incompat-v 
ible with the profession of criticism.

Arnold experienced also a feeling of regret at the emp™ -
tiness of a life from which, faith had been withdrawn. .He 
realized that naturalism was not a valid substitute for Chris
tianity and he attempted to effect a solution by combining 
these,two opposite natures under the heading of culture.

Sainte-Beuve and Arnold endeavored to apply the objec
tive, disinterested attitude of science in their critical
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writing9 stressing the '‘biographical and historical approach 
and assigning the physiological approach to a supporting role®• . 
They both realized the:limitations of science in its applica
tion to the study of human nature =

Their criticism is ranked high in creative literature 
due to the good taste imparted by their solid humanistic - 
erudition, the sparkle and beauty of language from their 
experience as poets, their love for Christianity„

It is suggested that the conclusion may be drawn from 
this study that Sainte-Beuve had- a- marked influence on his 
friend and admirer Matthew Arnold. This is apparent in the 
close parallel between the former's application of the biogra
phical method in his literary portraits and the latter’s 
use of this method in his critical essays on authors»

In this regard in the following: comparison of the essays 
by the two critics on George Sand, it is interesting to note 
the striking parallels in their treatment of this famous 
French novelist of the nineteenth century
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Mixed i-lssays, Irish iiissays and 
otiiers by Mo- Arnold .

Chapter IX - 'George Sand1*

In this essay Arnold recalls 
a visit he made to Nohant in 
I846 as a young, man. His main 
impression,( and in citing this 
he shows the application of 
the biographical approach in 
his study of an author) was 
that of her 11 simplicityher 
frank, cordial simplicity11.
Arnold was no less extravagant 
in extolling her technique in describing nature„ He saw in her italent the! strength of 
her mature genius 0

"George Sand is one of the few 
french writers who keep us 
closely and truly intimate 
with rural nature."

' '• "She regarded nature and beauty 
not with the selfish and soli
tary joy of the artist who 
but. seeks to appropriate them 
for his own purposes, she re
garded them as a treasure of 
immense- and hitherto unknown 
application, as a vast power . of healing and delight for all, 
and for the peasant first and 
foremost.11 :

Causeries du Lundi, Vol. I. 
p. 350p by O.0 .- A. Sainte- 
Beuve
"La Mare - Au - Liable, La 
Petite Fadette, Frangois. Le 
Champi, par George Sand.
Sainte-Beuve remarks- that it 
is the quality of simplicity • 
that appeals to him the most*He writes: "Pour mol, je pre- 
fere., j e 11 avoue , chez lime» 
Sandies productions simples, naturelles, ou doucement 
idSales; c1est ce que j!ai 
aime d1 elle tout d1 abord.11
He is generous in his praise of her talent for pastoral 
descriptions -in their beauty 
worthy of the classic model.
He compares her work to that of ?irgil:
1#me. Sand faisait mieux I1an dernier, en son Berry, que de., 1; 
lire les Georgiques de Virglle; 
elle nous rendait sous sa 
plume les georgiques de ce.tte il- France du centre, dans -une 
serie de tableaux d'une rich- 
esse et d’une delicatesse .
incomparables „11
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It might he sail therefore that Arnold derived his 
idea of the rdle of a critic from Sainte—Beuves the manner 
of a 'guide more than that of a judge, This may be assumed • 
from Arnold’s emphasis, of disinterestedness in the applica
tion of criticism, which is another name for the objectivity 
which Sainte-Beuve- valued so highly in his work„

It is probable also that Arnold inherited from Sainte- 
Beuve some of his tolerance and iphblleotual tefegfiiy but did 
not possess it in as full a measure as Sainte-Beuve« Arnold 
occasionally indulged in generalizations and in this respect 
he ..was somewhat intolerant,

. , Louis Bonnerot., in his book entitled Matthew Arnold,'
Poete fappendice p» 517) has gathered together several let
ters previously unpublished which aid to clarify the relation
ship of the two critics*

Bonnerot; suggests in the introduction of this collec
tion of letters that they are of interest not only as a source 
of interest in the personal relations between these two writ
ers, but also as documents to serve for study of the influence 
of Sainte-Beuve on Arnold, an influence which he considers,in 
spite of their differences in temperament, to have been very 
profound« '■ , .

He writes:
‘ Ces lettres et oommentaires mettent bien en evidence 1’estime, reciproque de ees. deux homra.es .
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qui pat fait mi'eux at plus que de se decerner‘~des 
compliments, qui en vSritables amis ont prls au- 
tant de plaisir a donner qu’i receToir et qui pan 
cet echange ont r€alis^ oette entente cordiale 
contre laquelle rien ne saurait jamais pr&valoir 

. . parce qu’elle est fondle sur les affinites le^.plus profondes des deux pays et sur 18 amour desin- • . 
teressS des oeuvres de 1'esprit» • "

Till London 19 mai,l863
• In this letter written to Sainte-Beuye shortly before

Sainte-Beuve’s death, Arnold manifests his high regard for
his critical eminence:

Mais' e5 est surtout comme critique que vous
vivrez: faut - 11 vous en plaindre? le ne le pease
, paso Les grands critiques, (et vous en Stes) ont de tout temps 6t6 plus rare que meke les grandes po- etes; dans un grand critique il y a toujours, selon moi, un grand poete un peu supprime. Notre 
siecle est celui de la critique; vous y trouverez votreAcompte; tout le monde regards du dote ou ■' vous etes, du cdte ou I8esprit francais (lequel .

- I est bien aussi le votrej- se deploie^librement et retrouve tons ses avantages» Ln fait de podtes, 
aucun pays, dans ce moment, n ’en a que de second 

. - ordre; en fait de critiques, la France seule peut
: se vanter d8en avoir un de premier ordre: - o’est

VPUS ». • ■ \ ' ■. . ' ' • . . r ;
Ms Collection Lovenjoul 1 597, lol„ 186-7 

• IX ■ . ■ London, January 13,1864
• Arnold acknowledges whole-heartedly Sainte-Beuve as his 
master in this letter written a propos of an article/Sainte- 

. Beuve had written in The Oonstitutionnel of the 12th in which 
he praises Arnold's essays on.translating Homer:

Lorsqu’on me loue, ici, d’uri article de critique, 
je reponds toujours: fSI j’ai quelquechose de bon, 
c * est alio Saint e-Beuve que ' je le doisM» Bn effet, si la nature m ?a donne un certain gout pour la 
moderation et pour la vraie v6rite, c’est de vous,
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uniq.uement de t o us 3 que j 8 ai un peu appris la maniere 
dem'eu servir et d’en tirer parti.
Ms Collection Lovenjoul D 597s I'ol<• 188-189

It may be inferred from the grateful acknowledgements 
in tbe preceding letters that Arnold was a devoted disciple 
of the great French critic*

It is unfortunate that Arnold did not come into more 
frequent contact with Sainte-Beuve,

. With a style of such ease, fluency, grace and 
firmness as Arnold’s it would have required only, a 
little more real flexibility of mind and a more comprehensive groundwork of facts to have left ' 
us a body of criticism classical, not merely in 
form, but in substance as .well o-I- .

Whatever of Sainte-Beuve8s teachings was ab
sorbed by Arnold has enriched'English criticism.

: ’ Saint e-Beuve became the most pervasive.force which has
appeared in any literature: Arnold became a model of style0

lo Jo Warshaw, Modern Language Notes, Mar, 1910» pp»77 
2 o Ibid. ■ pp5 .77-780 .
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